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Context: Deep learning (DL) techniques have gained significant popularity among software engineering (SE) researchers in
recent years. This is because they can often solve many SE challenges without enormous manual feature engineering effort
and complex domain knowledge.
Objective: Although many DL studies have reported substantial advantages over other state-of-the-art models on effectiveness,
they often ignore two factors: (1) reproducibility - whether the reported experimental results can be obtained by other
researchers using authors’ artifacts (i.e., source code and datasets) with the same experimental setup; and (2) replicability whether the reported experimental result can be obtained by other researchers using their re-implemented artifacts with a
different experimental setup. We observed that DL studies commonly overlook these two factors and declare them as minor
threats or leave them for future work. This is mainly due to high model complexity with many manually set parameters and
the time-consuming optimization process, unlike classical supervised machine learning (ML) methods (e.g., random forest).
This study aims to investigate the urgency and importance of reproducibility and replicability for DL studies on SE tasks.
Method: In this study, we conducted a literature review on 147 DL studies recently published in 20 SE venues and 20 AI
(Artificial Intelligence) venues to investigate these issues. We also re-ran four representative DL models in SE to investigate
important factors that may strongly affect the reproducibility and replicability of a study.
Results: Our statistics show the urgency of investigating these two factors in SE, where only 10.2% of the studies investigate
any research question to show that their models can address at least one issue of replicability and/or reproducibility. More
than 62.6% of the studies do not even share high-quality source code or complete data to support the reproducibility of their
complex models. Meanwhile, our experimental results show the importance of reproducibility and replicability, where the
reported performance of a DL model could not be reproduced for an unstable optimization process. Replicability could be
substantially compromised if the model training is not convergent, or if performance is sensitive to the size of vocabulary and
testing data.
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Conclusion: It is urgent for the SE community to provide a long-lasting link to a high-quality reproduction package, enhance
DL-based solution stability and convergence, and avoid performance sensitivity on different sampled data.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL) has become a key branch of Machine Learning (ML) [70, 99, 158], and now is a core component
in systems for many aspects of modern society, such as autonomous cars [173], medical image diagnosis [108],
financial market prediction [46], etc. The popularity of DL technologies mainly derive from their success in
computer vision [47, 171], natural language processing [37, 132], machine translation [42, 180], etc. Generally, DL
models aim to facilitate representation learning by leveraging big data and a specially designed neural network
[99], such as the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [134, 135] and the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
[87, 95].
In recent years, DL models have been increasingly used in the Software Engineering (SE) domain for building
things such as code search engines [59, 165, 181], code summarization tools [98, 182], vulnerability identification
tools [53, 71], and so forth. Most studies have shown that a DL algorithm can achieve higher effectiveness over
the state-of-the-art approaches that employ alternative solutions [52, 113, 181, 182, 216]. The main advantage
of these neural network based models over other machine learning models is easier multi-level representation
learning from raw data (e.g., code or text) for a specific task (e.g., code classification), substantially mitigating the
hard work involved in manual feature engineering [9, 99, 112, 216].
Apart from effectiveness, reproducibility and replicability are also widely accepted as important considerations
in scientific research [19, 20, 85, 129]. Researchers have defined reproducibility and replicability in various ways.
To harmonize the contradictions in existing definitions, ACM recently (Aug. 24, 2020) updated the definitions1 of
reproducibility and replicability in a unified way. Reproducibility refers to whether the reported experimental
results can be obtained by other researchers using authors’ artifacts (i.e., source code and datasets) with the same
experimental setup. Nonetheless, high reproducibility is just a requirement for the repeated experiment and it does
not guarantee that the reported results represent reality under new experiments [8, 19, 85]. Therefore, replicability
is required, which refers to whether the reported experimental result can be obtained by other researchers using
their re-implemented artifacts with different experimental setup [85, 129]. Notably, reproducibility requires
authors to share a reproduction package including source code and data [20, 85, 124], which can help other
researchers to build confidence in the scientific merit of a reported result [19, 20, 103]. Although provision of a
reproduction package is not a necessity for replicability, it can largely save other researchers’ replication efforts
due to the complexity of DL studies.
Despite the scientific merit of reproducibility and replicability, many DL-based studies in SE often ignore
these two issues. It is uncertain the degree to which their reported experimental results can be reproduced or
replicated. This is because although other researchers reproduce the model with the same source code provided
by the authors, reproducibility could also be compromised due to the strong randomness in model training,
where the model is commonly initialized with a random seed and optimized by a list of data batch shuffled
with another random seed [103]; and the replicability affected by the changed experimental settings when
re-implementing the target DL model, such as testing the model on a newly collected data when the original
1 https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-and-badging-current
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study provides no dataset, training the model with more iterations to obtain the reported model performance, etc.
Although some studies provided reproduction packages to support reproducibility, they missed the replicability
issues and left solving them to future work [59, 98, 175].The representative cases are that a reported result is
difficult to be replicated due to the unaddressed high randomness in model training and the sampling errors in
datasets. Previously, Mahmood et al. [129] carried out a related work on reproducibility and replicability. They
checked model reproducibility/replicability by comparing the reported experimental results in 208 software defect
prediction studies. They found that only 6% of the 208 studies were replicated in other studies, and it is difficult to
confirm the consistency between original and replicated studies due to different performance measures. However,
they did not analyze how the quality of reproduction packages and model features (e.g., randomness in model
optimization) affect the model reproducibility and replicability, especially for the DL-based models that have
been shown substantial advantages over traditional ML techniques in various SE tasks.
To understand the prevalence and importance of reproducibility and replicability issues for DL studies in SE,
we conducted this study. We wanted to investigate the following seven key research questions (RQs) in two parts.
Part I: Literature Review on DL Reproducibility and Replicability. The first three RQs explore the prevalence of reproducibility and replicability issues via a detailed literature review.
• RQ1. How are DL models used and evaluated in SE studies? We performed a meta-analysis on 147
DL models published in the last five years in 20 SE venues and 20 AI venues. Our statistics show that 73.4%
of them are published in the last two years, indicating DL’s rising popularity in SE. 85% of these DL studies
address the challenges in code/text representation learning via RNN or CNN based models.
• RQ2. How often do SE studies provide reproduction packages to support the reproducibility of
DL models? We observed that only 37.4% of the reviewed DL studies provide publicly accessible and
high-quality reproduction packages. We thus highly recommend that DL all studies must share source code
and data to support their reproducibility, considering the complexity of the DL technique.
• RQ3. What RQs do SE studies investigate related to DL reproducibility/replicability? We found
that only 10.2% of the DL studies investigated any RQs to show that their models can address at least
one issue of reproducibility and/or replicability, including the model stability, optimization convergence,
the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue, and the performance sensitivity to testing data scale. Therefore, the
reproducibility and replicability of most SE DL-based studies is unknown and future DL studies in SE must
pay more attention to these two factors.
Part II: Experiments on DL Reproducibility and Replicability. Although some DL studies investigated RQs
related to DL reproducibility/replicability, as described in RQ3, we observed that they conducted these RQs
mainly because they can address the issues of model stability, optimization convergence, the OOV issue, and
the performance sensitivity. To analyze the importance of reproducibility and replicability, the RQs 4-7 rerun
four typical DL models and investigate how these four issues affect reproducibility/replicability respectively.
These four DL models include an information retrieval model DeepCS [59], an RNN based generation model
RRGen [49], a generation model based on reinforcement learning plus neural network (RLNN) [122], and a
classification model ASTNN [207]. They were selected because they cover four different representative SE tasks
that now often use ML, and they were published within the last two years in top SE venues with accessible and
high-quality reproduction packages. Note that as our study focused on investigating whether the factors (e.g., the
out-of-vocabulary issue and the testing data scale), not the re-implementation errors or differences, may strongly
affect the replicability, the RQs 5-7 used the high-quality reproduction packages provided by the original studies
as substitutions for the correctly re-implemented models.
Specifically, to measure the reproducibility of a study, researchers commonly re-run the reproduction package
and compare their reproduced result with the one reported in the original paper. However, the stability in DL
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models may affect the measurement, because their networks are initialized with random seeds and optimized
by a list of randomly shuffled data batches. If the randomness is high, the measured reproducibility would be
low as the original study usually reported the best result that can be reproduced with a rare chance. Due to the
time-consuming training of DL models and limited computation resources, it is also impractical to re-run the
reproduction package multiple times until obtaining the reported result. Thus, we investigated this in RQ4:
• RQ4. How does model stability affect reproducibility? After re-running each DL model multiple times,
our experimental results show that the performance of two of the DL models is substantially overestimated by
12.2% and 12.5%, in terms of the average compared to their reported results. Therefore, overestimation caused
by instability will strongly influence model reproducibility, as the reported results would be reproduced
with a low probability.
Different from reproducibility, DL-based study replicability focuses on the re-implemented models instead of
the reproduction package and it allows the investigation of the impact of the changed experimental settings using
the original or newly collected dataset. The basic requirement of replicability is that the re-implementation can
obtain the reported result using the original dataset. Although a replication study may also have the same stability
issues as a reproduction study, if the convergence of DL models is high the reported result can be replicated
even with the extended training iterations (or epochs). However, we found that only 13.6% of our reviewed
SE DL-based studies show that their model optimization can converge so that a reported result is easier to be
replicated. Meanwhile, the other studies, which did not report the convergence level of their proposed models,
commonly stop model optimization with manually set iterations or choose the best model on validation data. Our
RQ5 investigated the effects of convergence. If the effect is high on the original dataset, it should be an important
issue for the replication study on new datasets.
• RQ5. How does model convergence affect replicability? When training each DL model with more
iterations on the dataset provided by the original study, we observe that two of the DL models show strongly
turbulent performance when compared with the ones in RQ4. Here, performance may be improved by
over 8% or reduced by less than -8%. Thus, the high level of performance turbulence derived from low
convergence would strongly affect its replicability, due to the low probability of reproducing a good reported
result.
A higher requirement of replicability is that the reported result can be replicated by using a newly collected
dataset, not just the original one. One case is that when optimizing the model with (new) training data, the
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue widely occurs, as many of our reviewed studies apply a DL model for natural
language processing. The OOV issue can be regarded as a sampling issue, where the words selected from the
(newly sampled) training data cannot cover the words in the original/new testing data. To analyze the relationship
between the OOV issue and replicability, we investigated this in our RQ6:
• RQ6. How does the out-of-vocabulary issue affect replicability? We used the dataset provided by
the original study but train a model with different vocabulary sizes (ranging from 10% to 100% with a step
10%). We find that the performance of one DL model is highly sensitive to the vocabulary size, and whose
performance tested on a smaller vocabulary size can be increased by 3.4% to 104.2% for larger sizes. The
results imply a low replicability of this model as its reported performance cannot be reproduced under the
new testing data with many out-of-vocabulary words. We also observed that the pointer generator [159] in
RLNN [122] can largely avoid the OOV issue by copying related existing word from the training data. The
abstract syntax tree (AST) that captures the code structural information in ASTNN [207] can substantially
mitigate the influence of OOV.
Another case is that a reported result cannot be replicated on a newly collected testing data with larger scale.
If the performance of a model is highly sensitive to the testing data scale, the answer to the investigated RQ
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may not be replicable, e.g., it is unclear whether a proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines.
In this case, the claimed outperformance can be caused by sampling errors of testing data. This is a common
case because the reviewed DL studies would like to use the train/test split to estimate their model performance.
However, if the testing data scale is not large enough, the reported good performance would have a small effect
size and the model performance would be sensitive to the testing data scale. Although cross-validation is a better
choice, most DL studies would not like to run the model multiple times but adopt a train/test split mainly because
of the high model complexity with time-consuming training. The following RQ investigated the effect of the
testing data size under the setting of train/test split:
• RQ7. How does testing data size affect replicability? We test each pre-trained DL model under different
sizes of testing data. We notice that two of the DL models show considerable sensitivity to the testing data
size, where performance may be improved by 7% or decreased by -9% when increasing the testing data
size. In this case, results for a model whose performance is highly sensitive to testing data size can not be
satisfactorily replicated.
In summary, due to the high complexity of DL models with time-consuming training, many of our reviewed SE
DL-based studies commonly estimate their models based on non-ideal experimental settings (e.g., with insufficient
repetition) and report only their one good performance. In this case, the reported performance may be difficult to
be reproduced or replicated. Our controlled experiments showed that DL-based study reproducibility could be
affected by the quality of the reproduction package and model stability. Meanwhile, the low replicability could be
caused by the low model convergence, the OOV issue, and the sensitivity to testing data scale. To strengthen
DL reproducibility and replicability, it is essential and urgent for the SE community to consider the following
experimental guidelines:
• To ensure DL reproducibility, it is recommended for all SE DL-based studies to enhance the DL stability
(e.g., e.g., specifying the random seed for model initialization, and recording the random seed for shuffling
data batches in model optimization) and provide an accessible, long-lasting, and high-quality reproduction
package with complete data and source code with the same setting as described in the papers.
• To support DL replicability, SE studies using DL should not only boost the model stability (e.g., providing
the random seeds for model initialization and optimization) and make sure the optimization converges at a
high level, but also provide available data (i.e., training/testing data) to help other researchers check the
correctness of their re-implementations and estimate the replicability on the original dataset.
• To strengthen DL replicability, DL studies should also estimate the replicability of the correctly re-implemented
model on a new dataset (especially for larger scales) and consider mitigating the negative effects of the
replicability issues (e.g., the low model convergence, the OOV issue, and the sensitivity to testing data
scale) when applying the model on new datasets.
• To make DL reproducibility/replicability meaningful, DL studies need to estimate the reproducibility and
replicability of their models with sufficient repetitions (e.g., using the cross-validation) in terms of the
standard error and the effect size to ensure that the reported result is good not just because of the high
randomness in model training and the used dataset (with sampling and measurement issues).
• To promote DL reproducibility/replicability studies, SE studies using DL should reduce model training time
(e.g., reducing the model complexity or accelerating the training via the parallelization solutions) so that
the burden of computation resources will not be an obstacle for reproducibility/replicability studies.
The main contributions of this study are:
• Conducting a detailed literature review on many recent DL studies in SE published in top SE and AI venues
to analyze the prevalence of DL reproducibility and replicability issues.
• Performing large-scale in-depth experiments on four representative SE studies using DL-based models to
investigate the importance of DL reproducibility and replicability.
ACM Trans. Softw. Eng. Methodol., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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• Providing some guidelines for the SE community to mitigate the reproducibility and replicability issues in
many DL-based SE studies.
• Providing all the collected accessible links to reproduction packages for the reviewed studies in the reference
to reduce future replication efforts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background and surveys key related
work, followed by the detailed investigated RQs in Section 3. Section 5 and Section 6 present four studied DL
models and their experimental setup. Section 7 and Section 9 show the results of our replication studies and
discuss implications of these. Section 10 summarizes this study.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
2.1 DL technology in SE
The popularity of DL models in SE is mainly due to the advantages of representation learning from raw data
[103, 122, 181]. For example, in many recent SE studies, a large number of challenges derive from the semantic
comprehension of code in programming languages [110, 111, 200, 201, 207], text in natural languages [49, 202],
or their mutual transformation [59]. As code and text involves some form of natural language processing (NLP),
it commonly starts with encoding words by a fixed size of vocabulary [59]. Afterward, a DL model is used for
embedding digitalized code/text into a vector space. However, the vocabulary built from training data usually
suffers from the OOV issue on dynamic and growing size of testing data [13, 71, 73, 122, 197].
The DL models used in SE are commonly based on three different types [68, 207, 211]. The first type is
the traditional artificial neural network (ANN) that consists of fully connected neural networks, such as the
multilayer perceptron (MLP) [34, 45, 54], deep belief network (DBN) [54], etc. To enhance representation learning,
researchers developed two popular DL types. One is the convolutional neural network (CNN) [87, 95] that can
sense regional characteristics of a matrix data via special convolution functions. The other is the recurrent neural
network (RNN) [134, 135] that can capture the features of sequential data. The long short term memory (LSTM)
structure is a popular variation of RNN, which can not only capture the long-term pattern of sequential data as
RNN but also focus on the short-term features [75, 156].
By leveraging a DL model to learn the representation from the vectorized code/text, the model can be optimized
for a specific SE task [16, 63]. To train a DL model, the parameters within the model are usually initialized by a
pseudo-random generator and optimized by randomly selected subsets of training data. The optimization stops
when values of a loss function converge or after a fixed number of training iterations. Many DL studies show
their effectiveness over traditional state-of-the-art models [216].

2.2

Reproducibility and Replicability in SE

Reproducibility and Replicability are considered to be key aspects of the scientific method [83, 83, 124]. This
is because they help researchers confirm the merit of previous experimental findings and promote scientific
innovations [124]. In the SE domain, reproducibility and replicability have been widely claimed as essential for
all empirical studies due to the unsatisfactory quality of previous research findings [7, 26, 40, 55, 56, 86, 127].
However, they are rarely investigated [57, 90, 167, 206].
Based on the findings of empirical studies, a large proportion of recent SE studies leveraged ML techniques to
solve SE tasks [2, 130]. When verifying the validity of newly proposed ML models, the replication of previous
state-of-the-art baselines are required. However, the reproducibility and replicability of these ML models are
barely investigated in SE. Even for the most active SE research, defect prediction, a survey shows that very few
ML models are replicated and model reliability is unclear [129]. To improve the reproducibility of ML models, it
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is suggested using replication infrastructures (e.g., OpenML2 ) to mitigate the replication efforts [129], leveraging
the Docker container to save the experimental environment [35], and providing standard replication guidelines
[129].
In recent years, many DL models have been successfully applied for diverse SE tasks [113, 181]. Although DL
models often show substantial outperformance over traditional ML models, we noticed that they often overlooked
reproducibility and replicability, as done for many SE studies using traditional ML models. However, DL models
have many differences with the traditional ML models. These include high complexity with many manually
set parameters and the time-consuming optimization processes [58, 99]. Therefore, the requirement for DL
reproducibility and replicability may have many differences. Due to the lack of study of DL reproducibility and
replicability, we conducted this study.

3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We present our study’s seven key RQs on the reproducibility and replicability of DL models in SE, divided into
two parts – literature review and experiments. We summarise how we went about answering each RQ in this
study.
Part I: Literature Review on DL Reproducibility and Replicability. The first part studies the prevalence of
reproducibility and replicability issues via a literature review.
RQ1. How are DL models used and evaluated in SE studies?
Before investigating the reproducibility/replicability issues, we need to analyze how SE studies using DL
models are reported in the SE and AI literature and what are the characteristics of these studies. To do this we
performed a literature review on studies published in 20 top SE venues and 20 top AI venues in the last five years.
RQ2. How often do SE studies provide reproduction packages to support the reproducibility of their DL
models?
To help others replicate work, reproduction packages are often released. We count the percentage of the
reviewed studies in RQ1 that share accessible and high-quality reproduction packages. A small percentage value
implies a high prevalence of reproducibility issues in DL studies.
RQ3. What RQs do SE studies investigate related to DL reproducibility/replicability?
To further analyze the prevalence of reproducibility/replicability issues, we investigate the RQs discussed in DL
studies and inspect the percentage of reviewed studies in RQ1 that discuss any RQ related to DL reproducibility or
replicability. A lower ratio indicates low attention on DL reproducibility and replicability from the SE community.
Part II: Experiments on DL Reproducibility and Replicability. The second part of our study evaluates the
importance of reproducibility/replicability in SE studies using DL models by a suite of experiments on four
representative DL models. These are DeepCS [59], RRGen [49], RLNN [122], and ASTNN [207]. These four models
were selected because they cover four different SE tasks and are published in the last two years with accessible
reproduction packages.
2 https://www.openml.org/
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RQ4. How does DL model stability affect reproducibility?
DL model stability is affected by the random initialization and the iterative optimization with randomly shuffled
batches of training data. However, DL studies in SE often report one experimental result. It is unknown whether
the reported result can be replicated with high probability. Therefore, we run the above four DL models multiple
times and estimate their reproducibility.
RQ5. How does DL model convergence affect replicability?
Ideally, the random optimization of DL models stops when the iterative process converges or all the training
data have been used. However, DL models in SE usually stop optimization after a limited number of iterations,
leading to an uncertainty over their convergence level. To investigate the relationship between convergence and
replicability, we analyze how DL model performance changes by training with more iterations. A low convergent
model would generate highly turbulent performance, as the model is trained for a higher number of iterations.
High turbulence indicates low replicability, because a good reported performance would be more difficult to be
replicated.
RQ6. How does the out-of-vocabulary issue affect replicability?
Although DL draws high popularity in code/text representation learning in SE, the OOV issue is rarely
investigated. If a model suffers from the OOV issue, its performance would be sensitive to new words in testing
data. Then the reported result would be hardly reproduced for different testing data, i.e., low replicability. To
analyze whether the OOV issue is a high potential threat to replicability, we train the four DL models with
different sizes of vocabulary and estimate the sensitivity degree of model performance.
RQ7. How does testing data size affect replicability?
The DL models in SE are commonly verified by testing data collected from a real-world environment. However,
this data collection process is usually random, and the testing data size only covers a small fraction of the real
world data that exists. It is also implicitly assumed that the reported good performance achieved from the testing
data can be generalised and reproduced with larger test data. To investigate the relationship between testing data
size and replicability, we analyze how a pre-trained DL model performs on different sizes of testing data. If the
model performance varies largely at different scales of testing data, its replicability will be compromised.

4

LITERATURE REVIEW

We present a literature review on DL models in SE to answer the first three RQs raised in Section 3.

4.1

RQ1. How are DL models used and evaluated in SE studies?

To answer the research question, we searched SE studies that use DL techniques from 20 SE venues (Section 4.1.1)
and 20 AI venues (Section 4.1.2). In total, we obtained 147 relevant studies. The following two subsections show
our search method and analysis results in detail.
4.1.1

Review in SE Venues.
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Table 1. The selected SE conferences and journals for literature review.
No.

Venue

Full Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

FSE
ICSE
ASE
ISSTA
ESEM
SANER
ICSME
ICPC
ICST
ISSRE
TOSEM
TSE
JSS
IST
ASEJ
ESE
IETS
STVR
JSEP
SQJ

ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundation of Software Engineering/ European Software Engineering Conference
International Conference on Software Engineering
International Conference on Automated Software Engineering
International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis
International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement
International Conference on Software Analysis, Evolution, and Reengineering
International Conference on Software Maintenance and Evolution
IEEE International Conference on Program Comprehension
IEEE International Conference on Software Testing, Verification and Validation
International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering
ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
Journal of Systems and Software
Information and Software Systems
Automated Software Engineering
Empirical Software Engineering
IET Software
Software Testing, Verification and Reliability
Journal of Software: Evolution and Process
Software Quality Journal

Motivation. Recently, DL techniques are frequently applied in the SE domain, therefore it is important to
investigate how the DL models are used and evaluated for SE tasks. In this study we also investigate which SE
tasks DL models work for, and which DL techniques are applied in SE tasks specifically. By answering these
questions, we can perceive the overview of DL studies in SE and further analyze their reproducibility/replicability
issues.
Method. We identified a set of search terms in DL studies in SE that were already known to us. All the candidate
search terms are related to DL techniques (e.g., "deep", "learning", "convolutional", "neural", "network", etc.). We
refined the candidate search terms by checking the titles, abstracts, and keywords of 41 relevant papers. We
selected terms that can match all the relevant papers, and form the search string with logical "OR": "deep OR
neural OR network". We used the search string to perform an automated search on three digital library portals,
limiting to the past five years (2015-2019), including IEEE Xplore3 , ACM digital library4 , and Web of Science5 for
20 widely read SE journals and conferences listed in Table 1. Once we retrieved candidate studies relevant to the
DL studies, we performed a relevance assessment according to the following inclusion and exclusion criteria:

!The paper must be a full research paper published in the selected twenty SE venues.
!The paper must propose a new SE model including the DL technique.
%Conference studies with extended journal versions are discarded.
%The studies (e.g., empirical/case/user study) that only re-ran existing DL-based models are excluded.

3 https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
4 https://dl.acm.org
5 http://apps.webofknowledge.com
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Table 2. Selection of DL studies in SE venues.
Conference

ICSE

ICSEM

FSE

ASE

ISSTA

SANER

ESEM

ICPC

ISSRE

ICST

Total

Automated Search
Inclusion/Exclusion

50
14

26
9

22
6

37
16

17
2

24
12

6
0

9
4

8
1

2
2

201
66

Journal

TOSEM

TSE

ASEJ

ESE

IETS

IST

JSS

JSEP

STVR

SQJ

Total

Automated Search
Inclusion/Exclusion

3
2

36
11

13
1

57
1

39
1

78
4

210
6

39
0

12
1

16
0

503
27

Table 3. Number of papers published in the recent five years from SE venues.
Year
#Papers in SE conferences
#Papers in SE journals
#Papers in total

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Total

34
13
47

15
10
25

11
1
12

6
2
8

0
1
1

66
27
93

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were piloted by the first and second authors starting with the assessment
of 50 randomly selected primary studies. The agreement of authors’ assessments was measured using pairwise
inter-rater reliability with Cohen’s Kappa statistic [36]. The agreement rate in the pilot study was "moderate"
(0.71). The pilot study helped us develop a collective understanding of the inclusion/exclusion criteria and confirm
the effectiveness of the criteria. Then, the assessment was performed for the full list of the identified studies
with the same inclusion/exclusion criteria. The agreement rate in the full assessment was "substantial" (0.77).
Disagreements were resolved after open discussions between the first and second authors. For the case that they
did not reach a consensus, the third author was consulted as a tie-breaker. As shown in Table 2, we obtained 704
DL studies (201 conference papers and 503 journal papers) by the automated search. After checking the full text
of these studies, we finally obtained 93 relevant DL studies.
Results. Table 3 shows that 77.4% of SE studies using DL are published in these top SE venues in the last
two years. The number of papers published in 2019 and 2018 nearly doubled compared with the previous three
years. This result shows the growing popularity of the DL technique in SE. Table 3 also shows that there are far
more DL studies published in SE conferences instead of journals (66 vs. 27). This implies that researchers
would like to present their new DL studies at top SE conferences. Fig. 1 illustrates the total number of DL studies
published in each SE venue. From the figure, we can observe that the top-7 SE venues that published these
SE studies using DL are ASE, ICSE, SANER, TSE, ICSME, FSE, and JSS. These SE venues contribute 79.6% of the
total number of DL studies in the recent five years.
To understand the characteristics of these 93 reviewed studies, we classified them into 47 SE tasks and 10
study subjects as shown in Table 5. Note that as the study [207] applied the proposed DL model on two different
SE tasks (code classification and code clone detection), therefore we have 94 total number of studies in this
table instead of 93. From Table 5 we can observe that 63.8% of the DL studies focus on the study of code
and defects, followed by non-code software artifact, test, and Q&A. Furthermore, we notice that 45.7% of the
proposed DL models work on eight SE tasks, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Here code clone detection [51, 207] and
defect prediction [126, 185] are the two most popular SE tasks for DL.
We observed that the reviewed DL models used are based on five fundamental DL techniques, including
recurrent neural network (RNN) [89], convolutional neural network (CNN) [195], deep feed-forward network
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Fig. 1. Number of papers published in twenty SE venues.
Table 4. Number of papers addressing the semantics of code or text for different SE studies.
Study Subject
Code
Defect
Non-Code Artifact
Test
Q&A
App
Commit
Effort
Bug Report
Screencast
Energy
Total

Description

#Paper

The source code or binary code in software programming.
A condition that an implemented code does not meet its development requirements.
The programming related artifacts, such as comment, images, requirement, etc.
An investigation on the quality of the software under test.
The question and answer from a programming knowledge forum (e.g., Stack Overflow).
The software works for mobile phones.
The code change submitted to a version control system (e.g., GitHub).
The cost for software development in terms of human resources or time.
The condition that a software works in an unexpected way, which is commonly recorded
in a bug tracking system (e.g., BugZilla).
The programming video (e.g., from YouTube).
The energy consumption when running a software.
-

36
24
7
6
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
94

(DFFN) [82], deep belief network (DBN) [186], and reinforcement learning (RL) [122]. Note that a fundamental
technique may contain many variations. For example, the long-short term memory (LSTM) belongs to the RNN
model. Statistics in Table 7 show that 76.3% of DL studies utilized the RNN, CNN, or their combination for
modeling SE tasks. We notice that most of DL studies leverage new DL techniques to overcome the challenges in
understanding semantics of code and text and their transformation (e.g., code Summarization [98, 182], code
change generation [175], etc.) in SE tasks, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Furthermore, Table 7 also shows that 5.4% of the
DL studies have begun to leverage the RL technique to improve model performance.
Implications. In the last two years, using DL techniques has gained increasing popularity in the SE community.
The DL models are widely applied to various SE tasks (e.g., code clone detection, defect prediction, etc.) due to
their better representation learning of code/text semantics. RNN and CNN based models and their combinations
are the most frequently used DL techniques. Meanwhile, the RL technique shows its potential to further enhance
the performance of existing DL models (e.g., RNN and CNN).
4.1.2

Review in AI Venues.

Motivation. As researchers also submit many SE studies to AI venues, we thus extended our survey on DL
studies that solve SE tasks and that were published in top AI venues.
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Table 5. Categories of ninety three DL studies in our literature review. There are ninety four studies in the table because the
study [207] performs predictions on two SE tasks (code clone detection and code classification).
Study Subject

Tasks and References

#Task

#Study

Code

Code clone detection [22, 51, 61, 102, 142, 193, 199, 205, 207, 212]
Code search [25, 59, 60, 181, 187], Code classification [44, 97, 207]
code readability classification/prediction [133, 152], Function type inferring [72, 131]
Code generation [50, 145], Code Summarization [98, 182], Code Decompilation [89, 93]
Code change generation [175], Data structure classification [136], Reverse execution [140]
Design pattern detection [172], Technical debt detection [153], Story points prediction [33]
Inconsistent method name refactoring [118], Stable patch detection [74]

16

36

Defect

Defect prediction [121, 126, 174, 185, 186, 191], Vulnerability prediction [41, 53, 71, 203]
Bug localization/detection [81, 94, 105, 188, 195, 210] , Code repair [16, 177, 192]
Code smell detection [115, 116], Anti-pattern identification [12]
Code naturalness prediction [73], Static checker alarm classification [100]

8

24

Non-Code Artifact

Code comment generation [76, 215, 217], Software resources tracking [63]
Software configuration prediction [68], Software incidents triage [30]
requirement actor/action extraction [1]

5

7

Test

Test case generation [13, 27, 91, 119, 176, 214]

1

6

Q&A

Link classification [197], Question retrieval [29], API extraction [128]
Tag recommendation [117], Intention classification [78]

5

5

App

GUI generation [28, 137], Communication identification [213]
Review response classification/generation [49, 62]

3

5

Commit

Issue-commit link recovery [155, 196]
Commit message generation [84], Pull request description generation [122]

3

4

Effort

Effort prediction [17, 92], Duration prediction [123]

2

3

Bug Report

Duplicate bug detection [43], Bug report summarization [104]

2

2

Screencast

Programming screencast action recognition [211]

1

1

Energy

Software energy consumption prediction [154]

1

1

Total

-

47

94

Table 6. The top-8 popular SE tasks in SE venues in terms of the number of published papers.
SE Task

Description

Code Clone Detection
Defect Prediction
Bug Localization/Detection
Test Case Generation
Code Search
Vulnerability Prediction
Code Comment Generation
Code Repair
Total

Detecting whether two code share the same requirement.
Predicting whether a code that contains defect, bug, or error.
Locating where a defect/bug/error occurs in a software project.
Automatically generating test case for a specific code.
Searching source code from a large-scale code corpus with a text-based query.
Predicting whether a code that involves vulnerability issues.
Automatically generating comment for a piece of code.
Automatically repairing a code with a specific fault/defect/error.
-
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Table 7. Statistics of basic model settings from ninety three DL studies in SE venues. The basic DL models include recurrent
neural network (RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), deep belief network (DBN), deep feed-forward network (DFFN),
and reinforcement learning (RL).
Configuration

Model Setting

#Study

%Study

The study
with individual
DL model

RNN
CNN
DFFN
DBN
RL

36
25
20
2
0

38.7%
26.9%
21.5%
02.2%
00.0%

RNN + CNN
RNN + RL
CNN + RL
RNN + DFFN
RNN + CNN + DFFN
RNN + CNN + RL

3
2
2
1
1
1

03.3%
02.2%
02.2%
01.1%
01.1%
01.1%

The study
with combined
DL models

Method. For AI venues, it is difficult to identify the search terms in the first place, because AI venues may cover
a wide range of SE tasks. Therefore, we manually checked all the papers (29k in total) published in ten popular AI
conferences (AAAI, NeurIPS, ACL, ICML, etc.) and ten top AI/ML journals (TKDE, ML, AI etc) as listed in Table 8
by using the DBLP6 database. The publication date was limited to the past five years (2015-2019). The first and
second authors spent one week to independently filter the papers according to the following inclusion/exclusion
criteria:

!The paper must be a full research paper.
!The paper must propose a new model to solve a SE task.
!The proposed model must use the DL technique.
%Keynote records are excluded.
%The studies (e.g., empirical/case/user study) that only analyze existing DL models are excluded.

As illustrated in Table 9, we obtained 71 studies working on SE tasks. After excluding the studies that did not
use a DL technique, the reviewed ten AI conferences cover 54 DL studies for SE tasks. The agreement of authors’
assessments was measured using pairwise inter-rater reliability with Cohen’s Kappa statistic [36]. The agreement
rate was "almost perfect" (0.96) because the total number of publications is large (around 29k), and it is easy to
observe that all relevant papers show keywords related to SE tasks (e.g., program and bug) in their titles. Some
disagreements were resolved after open discussion between the first and second authors.
Results. Table 9 shows that all the 54 obtained SE studies using the DL technique are published in seven AI
conferences, including ICLR, NeurIPS, AAAI, ICML, ACL, IJCAI, and KDD. As illustrated in Table 10, researchers
rarely published their SE DL studies in AI venues in 2015. However, the publication number has been
increased substantially in the following years (2016-2019), where 87% of the studies were published in the
recent three years. Moreover, Table 11 shows that these 54 studies focus on five study subjects (i.e., code,
defect, test, non-code artifact, and commit) and aim to solve 16 different SE tasks. From Table 12, we can observe
that 87% of papers work on the four popular SE tasks: code generation, bug localization/detection, code
6 https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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Table 8. The selected AI conferences and journals for literature review.
Type

No.

Venue

Full Name

Conference

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

AAAI
NeurIPS
ACL
ICML
IJCAI
ICLR
KDD
SIGIR
ECAI
COLING

AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence
Annual Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems
Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
International Conference on Machine Learning
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
International Conference on Learning Representations
International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
International Conference on Research on Development in Information Retrieval
European Conference on Artificial Intelligence
International Conference on Computational Linguistics

Journal

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

AI
TPAMI
JMLR
TKDE
TAP
TNNLS
JAIR
ML
NC
NN

Artificial Intelligence
IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
Journal of Machine Learning Research
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception
IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and learning systems
Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research
Machine Learning
Neural Computation
Neural Networks

Table 9. Selection of DL studies for SE tasks in AI venues.
Conference

AAAI NeurIPS

#Total Publications
#SE Tasks
#DL Models

4601
11
9

4093
14
10

Journal

AI

TPAMI

#Total Publications
#SE Tasks
#DL Models

377
0
0

1026
0
0

ACL
1998
9
6

ICML IJCAI
2426
8
7

JMLR TKDE
790
0
0

1046
1
0

3928
9
6
TAP
116
1
0

ICLR

KDD SIGIR ECAI COLING Total

1152
15
15

1410
2
1

1208
0
0

1167
0
0

669
0
0

22652
68
54

TNNLS JAIR

ML

NC

NN

Total

386
0
0

495
0
0

854
0
0

7035
3
0

1620
1
0

325
0
0

repair, and code comment generation. From Table 11, we can also observe that seven studies solved different
SE tasks, comparing with the tasks listed in Table 5, including code decompilation [48], generating source code
from binary code; code alignment [101], aligning a source code to its compiled binary code; code optimization
[23], transforming a given code to a more efficient version while preserving its input-output behavior; code
completion [170], completing code sentences according to the part that has been typed in according to the code
context; program verification [166], proving that a program satisfies a development requirement; automatic code
review [160], automatically determining a changed source code to be accepted or rejected for code review; and
code feedback propagation [148], providing personalized feedback for massive code submitted by many students
with the same development requirement based on existing code feedbacks. To solve the SE tasks, the reviewed 54
studies are based on four DL techniques including RNN, CNN, DFFN, and GNN (graph neural network) [157].
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Table 10. Number of papers published in the recent five years from AI venues.
AI Venues

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Total

ICLR
NeurIPS
AAAI
ICML
ACL
IJCAI
KDD
Total

6
3
5
1
2
1
1
19

6
6
1
3
0
1
0
17

3
0
2
1
3
2
0
11

0
1
1
1
1
2
0
6

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

15
10
9
7
6
6
1
54

Table 11. Categories of 54 DL studies for SE tasks published in AI venues.
Study Subject

Tasks and References

#Task

#Study

Code

Code clone detection [190, 209], Code classification [15, 138]
Code generation [11, 15, 18, 21, 24, 31, 32, 39, 64, 88, 109, 141, 144, 146, 147, 150, 151, 162–
164, 168, 169, 178, 189, 204, 208, 218]
Code decompilation [48], Code alignment [101]
Code optimization [23], Code completion [170], Automatic code review [160]

8

36

Defect

Bug localization/detection [4, 66, 79, 80]
Code repair [65, 67, 179, 184], Vulnerability detection [96]

3

9

Test

Test case generation [120], Program verification [166]

2

2

Non-Code Artifact

Code comment generation [5, 6, 77, 106], Code feedback propagation [148]

2

5

Commit

Commit message generation [125, 198]

1

2

Total

-

16

54

Table 12. The top-7 popular SE tasks in AI venues in terms of the number of published papers.
SE Task

Description

Code Generation
Bug Localization/Detection
Code Repair
Code Comment Generation
Code Clone Detection
Code Classification
Commit Message Generation
Total

Automatically generating code for a specific requirement.
Locating where a defect/bug/error occurs in a software project.
Automatically repairing a code with a specific fault/defect/error.
Automatically generating comment for a specific code.
Detecting whether two code share the same requirement.
Predicting the classification of target code.
Automatically generating message for a committed code in GitHub.
-

#Paper
27
4
4
4
2
2
2
45

Table 13 shows that 59% of studies utilized the RNN, and 9% of studies solved SE tasks by combining
multiple DL techniques.
Implications. In the last three years, researchers frequently published their studies in AI conferences (e.g., ICLR,
NeurIPS, and AAAI). The reviewed 54 studies mainly focused on code related SE tasks (e.g., code generation,
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Table 13. Statistics of basic model settings from ninety three DL studies in AI venues. The basic DL models include recurrent
neural network (RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), deep feed-forward network (DFFN), and graph neural network
(GNN).
Configuration

Model Setting

#Study

%Study

The study
with individual
DL model

RNN
CNN
DFFN
GNN

32
5
8
4

59.3%
09.3%
14.8%
07.4%

The study
with combined
DL models

RNN + CNN
RNN + GNN
RNN + CNN + DFFN

3
1
1

05.6%
01.9%
01.9%

code repair, and code comment generation) by using RNN-based models. These studies also cover seven new SE
tasks, such as code completion and program verification, comparing with the ones published in SE venues.

4.2

RQ2. How Often do SE Studies Provide reproduction packages to Support the Reproducibility for
DL Models?

Motivation. Reproduction package is a fundamental requirement for model reproducibility. DL reproducibility
can however be compromised when developers provide no reproduction package, or the quality of the supplied
reproduction package is low (e.g., no data or incomplete source code). Sharing high-quality reproduction packages
is a key to better support DL model reproducibility as it allows other researchers or practitioners to much more
easily repeat results reported in a paper. Therefore, to analyze whether reproducibility is a supported issue for
DL studies in SE, we investigate the percentage of the reviewed DL studies that share reproduction packages and
also check their quality.
Method. To investigate the prevalence of support for reproducibility issues in SE studies, we inspected the
reviewed 147 DL studies in Section 4.1 one by one. For each study, we searched all the links within papers, and
checked whether these links are related to reproduction packages. If no link was found in a paper or a link is
not accessible, we searched the reproduction package from GitHub by using the paper title as the search term.
Whether the reproduction packages belonged to the study authors can be confirmed by checking the owner’s
profile (e.g., name, university, and email) or the citation information presented in the README file. Moreover, for
a paper with no accessible reproduction packages found in paper or GitHub, we sent an email to the first author to
request their reproduction package. If another corresponding author (i.e., not the first author) was marked in the
paper, the email was also CCed to the corresponding author. To assess the quality of the obtained reproduction
packages, we first check whether they reflect the model described in the paper. The DL reproducibility can be
better supported by a high-quality reproduction package.
Results. Table 14 shows the statistics of the reviewed DL studies that share links to their reproduction packages.
We notice that only 38.1% of these SE studies using DL provided a link to publicly shared reproduction
packages. By checking the links with a browser, we found that 4 links are broken. Therefore, only 35.4% of the
147 DL studies provide accessible links to their reproduction packages. How long these remaining reproduction
package links will remain available is unknown. From Table 14, we can notice that 59.3% of 54 studies from
AI venues provide accessible reproduction packages in the first place, while only 33.3% of 93 studies from SE
venues have done the same. After searching the paper titles in GitHub, we found ten more studies that shared
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reproduction packages after the publication of their papers. In this way, we found accessible reproduction
packages for 63 studies.
Moreover, we sent emails to request reproduction packages for the other 85 papers. 28 authors replied to
our emails but only 15 emails provide accessible reproduction packages. The other 13 emails told reasons
why they provide no reproduction packages, as illustrated in Table 15. One major reason is that five studies
collaborated with enterprises (e.g., Google and Microsoft) and their source code and data cannot be shared in
public due to nondisclosure agreements. Seven authors told us that they provided no reproduction packages for
now. Additionally, one author explained that the reproduction package is not a requirement of their published
venue. From the statistics in Table 15, we can observe that only 17.6% of emails were replied with that resulted in
us obtaining reproduction packages. This result indicates that sending emails is not a reliable way to request
reproduction packages.
In total we were able to obtain 78 accessible reproduction packages. We have provided links to these for the
corresponding papers in the references. To evaluate the quality of these reproduction packages, we downloaded
them and checked their integrity at first. As shown in Table 15, we found that 29.5% of them did not provide
complete source code or data. Specifically, as shown in Table 16, ten reproduction packages did not include
data or provide data links in the README file or paper. One reproduction package only presented testing data
without training data. 12 reproduction packages suffered from the issue of code integrity. We found that the
source code does not exist in 6 reproduction packages; 3 reproduction packages only provided either training
code or testing code; 3 reproduction packages just included the core model component, and other components
are required to be re-implemented and combined to the supplied core component. Due to the low rates of email
replies, there would be less chance to request the full data and code after the publication. Therefore, it is also
suggested to check the integrity of the reproduction package in the first place.
For the remaining 55 reproduction packages, we spent two weeks to check whether their source code follows
the models described in their papers, including model structure and settings. Results show that all of them can
reflect the development requirement described in papers. Therefore, among the 147 reviewed DL studies, only
37.4% of them provide high-quality reproduction packages to support model reproducibility. We also
noticed that 50% of the studies in AI venues provide accessible and high-quality reproduction packages, while the
number is only 30% for the SE venues. Therefore, the reproducibility of DL models in the SE community needs to
be further improved.
Additionally, as shown in Table 14 we found that, among the 147 reviewed DL studies, 56 papers provided
links to their reproduction packages but only 52 links were accessible at the time we checked them. This result
indicates a sign of the aging process of the liveness of the links. Afterward, we obtained 26 more accessible links
by sending request emails for the authors in December, 2020, where we obtained no update for the previously
identified 4 inaccessible links. To investigate whether the aging process continues, we checked these 78 links
six months later. We found that one link was not accessible any more even if it has a large number of
citations. Meanwhile, for the 4 links that were still inaccessible after sending emails, the authors did not make
any updates during the six months. Therefore, DL studies are required to provide long-lasting reproduction
packages in consideration of the aging process of their links.
Implications. Most of our reviewed DL studies for SE tasks do not provide high-quality reproduction packages
that are publicly accessible (with the link given in the paper), leaving prevalent threats to low reproducibility.
Under this circumstance, other researchers or practitioners need to replicate existing studies involving DL models
from scratch and may miss important implementation details. We found that sending emails is not a reliable way
to request a reproduction package. We suggest that all further studies should provide accessible and long-lasting
links to their reproduction packages (with complete source code and data) in the papers.
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Table 14. Collecting reproduction packages and checking their quality.

Process

Item

SE Venue

AI Venue

Total

0. Review papers

Number of papers

93

54

147

1. Search reproduction package
from paper and GitHub

Links in papers
Accessible links in papers
Reproduction packages in GitHub
Total accessible reproduction packages

27
24
6
31

29
28
4
32

56
52
10
63

2. Request reproduction package
from authors

Sending emails
Replied emails
Accessible reproduction packages

63
24
12

22
4
3

85
28
15

3. Check quality of replication
packages

Total accessible reproduction packages
Reproduction packages with data issue
Reproduction packages with code issue
High-quality reproduction packages

43
6
9
28

35
5
3
27

78
11
12
55

SE Venue

AI Venue

Total

Table 15. The reasons why studies did not provide reproduction packages.

Reason

Description

Closed projects

The source code and data are belonged to enterprises
(Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Samsung, and an
unknown company) and not allowed to share in public.

4

1

5

Not prepared

No reproduction package for now.

7

0

7

Not required

Not required for the published venue.

0

1

1

Total

-

11

2

13

Table 16. Statistics of the integrity issue for reproduction packages.

Type

Issue

SE Venue

AI Venue

Total

Data issue

No training and testing data
No training data

5
1

5
0

10
1

Code issue

No (main) code
No training code
No testing code
Model components

4
2
0
3

2
0
1
0

6
2
1
3

Total

-

15

8

23
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RQ3. What RQs do SE studies investigate related to DL reproducibility/replicability?

Motivation. According to our observation, some internal factors within DL models may affect study reproducibility and replicability, although sharing reproduction packages can help support DL reproducibility. For example, a
model with unstable performance will lead to low reproducibility. Model stability can be influenced by randomly
initialized network weights for the DL model. Although some reproduction packages may provide initialized
weights, the random optimization process with many manually set parameters may still influence model stability.
Moreover, if the model performance is sensitive to the size of the testing data, other researchers can hardly
obtain the reported experimental results on a different testing data no matter how correct they re-implement the
DL models. In other words, the DL-based SE study replicability would be unsatisfactory. Therefore, discussing
these kinds of internal factors in DL models can further strengthen the DL reproducibility and replicability. We
analyzed and classified the RQs related to reproduciblity or replicability from the reviewed DL studies.
Method. To investigate how DL studies in SE discuss internal factors (e.g., model stability, the performance
sensitivity on testing data size, etc.) on DL-based study reproducibility/replicability, we inspected what the RQs in
each paper aim to investigate. We then calculated the percentage of reviewed studies in Section 4.1 investigating
DL reproducibility or replicability. If DL studies in SE rarely perform experiments on such internal factors, the
DL reproducibility/replicability issue would be still prevalent even if some DL studies may provide reproduction
packages.
Results. As shown in Table 17, we observe that the reviewed DL studies focus on three types of RQ, including
effectiveness – whether the proposed DL model outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline; efficiency – whether
the DL model works faster than the baseline; and reproducibility/replicability – the degree to which that the
reported model performance can be replicated/reproduced considering some model/experimental settings. Table
17 shows that all the 147 studies investigate the effectiveness of the model e.g., in terms of precision, recall, F1,
etc. This is because verifying model effectiveness is a basic requirement for DL studies. However, only 27.2% of
the studies provided runtime information that informs the efficiency of their proposed approach for training
and prediction. As to the model reproducibility/replicability, only 10.2% of the total studies investigated RQs
related to these factors. Besides, we can notice that the studies published in SE venues show more effects in RQs
on efficiency and reproducibility/replicability, comparing with the studies obtained in AI venues. This result
implies that the SE community cares more factors on the practical usage of the proposed models.
To understand the characteristics of RQs on DL reproducibility/replicability, we classify them into four RQ
types as described in Table 18. These RQ types include model randomness [17, 71, 174], whether the randomness
in DL model (e.g., random optimization process) affects model reproducibility; model convergence [89, 105],
whether the model optimization is divergent so that the turbulent performance leads to low reproducibility;
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue [5, 13, 71, 73, 122, 147, 197], whether model performance is sensitive to the size
of vocabulary for encoding words into vectors, resulting in low replicability; sensitivity to testing data size
[79, 141, 142], whether the model performance is sensitive to the size of testing data (i.e., low replicability). We can
notice that when analyzing the sensitivity to testing data size, Nafi et al. [142] tested the model performance on a
different dataset. However, this experimental setup may not enough to investigate reproducibility. To strengthen
the experimental setup, Huo et al. [79] tested the model on four individual datasets and their combination. In
contrast, as Murali et al. [141] only collected one testing data, to facilitate the experiment they ran a model on
subsets of testing data. A model with higher replicability would obtain similar results on the whole and subsets
of testing data.
Besides, Table 18 shows that the OOV issue is the most frequently discussed RQs because this issue is widely
considered in the domain of the natural language processing. However, the number of papers that discuss this
issue is low (7 papers, 4.8% of total studies), since 85% of the reviewed 147 DL studies need to encode code/text
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Table 17. Statistics of studies obtained from SE and AI venues that discuss RQs related to model effectiveness, efficiency, or
replicability/reproducibility.
Type of RQ

Description

SE Venue

AI Venue

Total

Effectiveness

Whether the proposed new DL model outperforms some baselines in terms of
some evaluation metrics.

93

54

147

Efficiency

Whether the proposed new DL model works faster than some baselines during
model training and testing respectively.

38

2

40

Reproducibility or
Replicability

The degree to which the reported model performance can be
replicated/reproduced considering some model settings or experimental
settings.

11

4

15

Table 18. Classification of RQs related to reproducibility/replicability issues among the studies obtained from SE and AI
venues.
RQ Type

Description

SE Venue

AI Venue

Total

Model randomness

Whether the randomness in model training (e.g., parameter
initialization and random optimization process) affects DL
reproducibility.

3

0

3

Model convergence

Whether the model optimization stops due to convergence instead
of the limited size of training data; if so, whether it strongly
influences the DL replicability.

2

0

2

Out-of-vocabulary issue

If a DL model involves a vocabulary for encoding words, whether
the fixed size of vocabulary leads to the reported model
performance is hard to be replicated.

5

2

7

Sensitivity to testing data
size

Whether the model performance is sensitive to the size of testing
data, resulting in low replicability.

1

2

3

Total

-

11

4

14

by using a fixed size of vocabulary (as illustrated in Fig. 4). The number of papers related to the other three RQ
types is also very low. Although some studies provided reproduction packages to support the reproducibility,
they missed the replicability issues and left solving them to future work [16, 59, 98, 175]. One major obstacle to
addressing DL reproducibility/replicability issue is the time-consuming nature of DL training. This is because
researchers’ limited computational resources have to be used for verifying the model effectiveness at first.
Implications. As most DL studies have a lack of replication materials (e.g., the random seeds for model initialization and optimization) and reporting with insufficient experiments, their reproducibility could be strongly
affected by the model randomness while the replicability might be highly influenced by some internal factors
(e.g., model convergence, OOV issue, and sensitivity to testing data size in DL models). However, these factors
are widely overlooked in DL-based SE studies. Therefore, there is a need for more studies on the impact of
reproducibility and replicability issues in DL applications in SE. To promote such studies, reducing the time it
takes to train DL models is also important because of limited computational resources.
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Table 19. Summary of four DL models for different SE tasks.
Task

Description

Model Name

Code search
Review response generation
Pull request description generation
Code classification

Searching related code from codebase according to a user’s query.
Generating high-quality response to a user’s review of an App.
Generating high-quality description for an empty pull request.
Classifying code fragments according to their functionality.

DeepCS [59]
RRGen [49]
RLNN [122]
ASTNN [207]

5

DEEP LEARNING MODELS

According to the literature review in Section 4, we know that the DL reproducibility/replicability issues are
commonly overlooked and often regarded as minor threats in the SE domain. To analyze the importance of DL
reproducibility/replicability, we designed four controlled experiments, corresponding to the last four RQs in
Section 3, using four DL models for SE tasks. This section provides brief descriptions on these four DL models,
which are used for different SE tasks including code search [59], review response generation [49], pull request
description generation [122], and code classification [207]. These DL models are selected as study subjects because
they are published in top SE venues in the last two years with accessible and high-quality reproduction packages.
Table 19 summarizes these four models and their details are briefly described as follows.

5.1

Code Search by DeepCS

Task and Solution. Searching and reusing existing code can help developers accelerate software development.
Code search research aims to provide developers a code search engine that returns some relevant code examples
from a large scale codebase, e.g., GitHub, according to developers’ search queries, such as "how to convert string
to int". To solve this task, a DL model named DeepCS [59] first embeds a search query and all candidate code
methods into a shared vector space, and then returns the top-10 methods relevant to the query in terms of the
Cosine similarities.
Modeling and Optimization. To learn the relationship between queries in natural language and code methods
in a programming language, DeepCS leverages three recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [134] and one multilayer
perceptron (MLP) [34] to embeds code method (c) and query (q) into vectors respectively:

vc = RN N (m) + RN N (a) + MLP(t),
(1)
vq = RN N (q),
where m, a, t are three components of a code method c including method name, API sequence, and token set in
method body; vc and vq are the vectorized method and query, respectively.
Note that the token set t is processed by a MLP instead of a RNN because the token set only considers the
token frequency instead of the token order. With these two vectors, the relevant code methods to a query can
calculated by the cosine similarity as cos(vc , vq ) = (vcT vq )/(∥vc ∥ ∥vq ∥). To optimize parameters (θ ) in RNNs and
MLP, DeepCS initialized them by a pseudo-random generator and trained by the loss function (L):
Õ
L(θ ) =
max(0, 0.05 − cos(vc , vq+ ) + cos(vc , vq− ),
(2)
<C ,Q +,Q −> ∈P

where vc ∈C is a code method randomly selected from training data (P); vq+ ∈Q + is the code related comment to
stand for the related query; and vq− ∈Q − is an irrelevant comment randomly selected from other methods. The
objective of this loss function is to shorten the similarity between the matched method (vq+ ) and query (vq ) while
enlarging the similarity for the unmatched pairs.
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App Review Response Generation by RRGen

Task and Solution. Studies show that replying to users’ reviews of an App largely increases the chances of
a user updating their given rating, so that the App can maintain its user base and even attract more [49]. To
automatically generate high-quality responses to user reviews, an RNN-based model called RRGen (review
response generation) was developed to learn the relationship between review-response pairs [49].
Modeling and Optimization. To generate a high-quality response (y), RRGen takes a review (x) as its input
and builds an encoder-decoder model for x and y by leveraging RNN and MLP:
y = RN N (x t , MLP(x c , xl , x r , x s ))

(3)

where x t is a sequence of keywords in the review x; x c , xl , x r , and x s are four high-level attributes of a review,
which are App category, review length, user rating, and user’s positive/negative sentiment respectively.
To encode tokens in review keywords and responses, RRGen constructs a vocabulary with top-10k frequently
occurred words in training data. Moreover, to optimize the randomly initialized parameters (θ ) in RRGen, the
model utilized a loss function (L):
L(θ ) = max θ

N
1 Õ
loдpθ (yi′ |yi , x c i , xli , x r i , x si )
N i=1

(4)

where pθ calculates the cross-entropy between the generated response (yi ) and the ground-truth (yi′) for the
i-th review; N is the total number of review-response pairs; x c i , xli , x r i , x si are the category, review length, user
rating, and sentiment for the i-th review. This loss function intends to maximize cross-entropy between all pairs
of generated responses and their ground-truth.

5.3

Pull Request Description Generation by RLNN

Task and Solution. Developers contribute to a project through a pull request (PR) with a description. The
description helps reviewers and other developers understand their contributions. However, more than 34% of realworld PR descriptions are empty [122]. To help developers generate high-quality PR descriptions automatically, a
reinforcement learning (RL) based RNN model was proposed [122]. We call the model RLNN in this study. It takes
a PR related context as model input, including commit messages, the added code comments, and then produces a
summary as the PR description.
Modeling and Optimization. To generate the correct PR description (д), RLNN treats the commit message
plus the related code comments as the model input (s). RLNN works in two phases. It first builds an RNN
encoder-decoder model for the input-output pairs as y = RN N (x) and it is pre-trained by a common loss function
(Lml ):
Lml = −

|y |
1 Õ
loдp(y j |ŷ0, . . . , ŷ j−1, w),
|y| j=1

(5)

where w the RNN parameters; ŷ0, . . . , ŷ j−1 are the 0-th to (j-1)-th tokens of the input; y j is the j-th generated
token. The loss function intends to estimate the negative log-likelihood of the generated description.
In the second phase, all of the words are encoded by a fixed vocabulary with top-50 words shown in training
data in terms of frequency. To overcome the (OOV) issue, RLNN integrates a pointer generator to select a token
from the vocabulary or to copy one from the model decoding step. To further enhance the quality of the generated
description, RLNN optimizes RNN by a special loss function (L):
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L = γ Lr l + (1 − γ )Lml ,
(6)
where Lml is the loss function defined in Eq. (5); γ is a coefficient to balance two loss functions Lml and Lr l ; Lr l is
an reinforcement loss function described as follows:
s

s

Lr l = −(r (y ) − r (y)))

|y |
Õ
j=1

loдp(y sj |y0s , . . . , y sj−1, w),

(7)

where y s is a sampled description by an Monte-Carlo method while y is the ground-truth description; r (y s ) or
r (y) measures the generation accuracy between the generated description y and y s or y in terms of the ROUGE-L
F1-score; y0s , . . . , y sj−1 are the 0-th to (j-1)-th tokens of the sampled description; y sj is the j-th generated token for
the sampled input. The major advantage of Lr l is the incorporation of the automated evaluation ROUGE into the
model optimization, training the model in a more natural and accurate way.

5.4

Code Classification by ASTNN

Task and Solution. Correctly classifying code fragments by their functionalities helps developers understand
and maintain software projects. To improve this code classification accuracy, an AST-based neural network
(ASTNN) was proposed [207], which represents a code by a sequence of ASTs and performs the classification by
using a CNN based model.
Modeling and Optimization. To learn the representation of a code fragment (x ′), ASTNN first parses the code
(x) into a sequence of small statement trees. Each sequence is used to train a RNN based model that is optimized
by the following loss function:
L R N N = ∥n 1 − RN N (n 1 )∥22 + ∥n 2 − RN N (n 2 )∥22,
(8)
where n 1 and n 2 are two children nodes of a parent node in a parsed code (x) separately; RN N (n 1 ) and RN N (n 2 )
are the generated vectors by an RNN model corresponding to the nodes n 1 and n 2 respectively. To learn the
representation of the AST, the loss function leverages the second normal form to assess the learning accuracy.
Furthermore, to apply the pre-trained ASTNN to the code classification, x̂ = W0x ′ + b0 is used to predict its
ground-truth category (x̂), which is optimized by the following loss function:

Õ 
exp(x̂y )
L(θ, x̂, y) =
−loд Í
,
(9)
j exp(xˆj )
where W0 is a weight matrix and b0 is a bias term; x̂ is the predicted category while y is the ground-truth. The
loss function L intends to increase the accuracy between the generated category and the ground-truth via the
cross-entropy measurement.

6

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We describe the experimental setup for the four DL models summarised in Section 5. Table 20 provides their
important settings related to the last four RQs in Section 3. We run the public reproduction packages shared by
authors on two servers with eight GPUs in total. The detailed experiment setup is presented as follows.
DeepCS. Following the original study [59], DeepCS is trained using around 18 million commented Java methods
with 10k fixed size of vocabulary, and the optimization stops at 500 epochs. Afterward, the model is tested using
about 16 million Java code methods with top-50 search queries extracted from Stack Overflow as developers’
search requirements. For each query, DeepCS returns top-10 relevant code. The performance of code search is
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Table 20. Experiment setup for four DL models.
Model

Training Iterations

Vocabulary Size

Testing Data Size

Evaluation Metric

DeepCS
RRGen
RLNN
ASTNN

500 epochs
3 epochs
22,000 iterations
15 epochs

10,000
10,000
50,000
8,182

16,262,602 methods
14,727 reviews
4,100 pull requests
10,401 code fragments

MRR
BLEU-4
F1-Score of ROUGE-L
Accuracy

ÍQ
estimated by a widely used metric MRR (mean reciprocal rank). MRR is defined as Q −1 q=1 F Rankq−1 , where Q is
the total number of queries; F Rank is the rank of the first correct search to a query. We re-ran DeepCS by using
the authors’ reproduction package7 from GitHub.
RRGen. For App review response generation, RRGen encodes words of reviews and responses in training and
testing data by vocabulary with top-10k words appeared in training data. Subsequently, RRGen is trained using
279,792 review-response pairs with three epochs and tested using 14,727 reviews [49]. Note that the three epochs
are long enough for model optimization, as each epoch takes more than 40 hours due to the large size of training
data [49]. To assess the generation accuracy, the textual similarity between the generated responses (ŷ) and the
ground-truth (y) is measured by the BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) score [10]. Generally, the BLEU
score analyzes the co-occurrences of n-grams between y and ŷ, where n is set to 4 because it is demonstrated to
be more correlated with human judgments than other settings [114]. We re-ran RRGen by using the reproduction
package8 shared by the authors in GitHub.
RLNN. To generate a high-quality pull request description, RLNN is optimized using training data with 32.8k PRs.
In the encoding phase, RLNN uses a fixed vocabulary with 50k words frequently occurred in training data. Note
that RLNN is based on a pre-trained RNN model with 12,000 iterations and then performed an RL optimization on
it with 22,000 iterations. To better understand the reproducibility of RLNN, we pre-trained the RNN one time and
mainly investigated RQs on the RL part. Moreover, the validity of RLNN is verified on testing data involving 4.1k
PRs. Model performance is evaluated by using ROUGE (recall-oriented understudy for gisting evaluation) metrics,
which highly correlate with human assessment of summarized text quality [107]. Specifically, the F1-score of
ROUGE-L is adopted in the model evaluation and its detailed definition can be found in the RLNN study [122].
We re-ran their public reproduction package9 shared on GitHub.
ASTNN. For code classification, the validity of ASTNN is verified by a public dataset built by Mou et al. [139]10 .
The dataset contains 46,887 code fragments with training data encoded using a vocabulary containing 8,182 words.
It involves 10,402 code fragments in the testing dataset. The model training stops at 15 epochs. The classification
ÍM
accuracy is computed as Accuracy = M −1 m=1
f (xm , ym ), where f is an indicator function that returns 1 if the
predicted category of m-th code fragment (xm ) equals to the ground-truth (ym ), otherwise it returns 0; M denotes
the total number of code fragments in the testing data. We re-ran the authors’ reproduction package11 that are
shared publicly.
Note that the units (epoch or iteration) and size (3 or 500) of the model iterations are kept the same as the
original studies, but their actual running time could be substantially different.
7 https://github.com/guxd/deep-code-search
8 https://github.com/armor-ai/RRGen
9 https://github.com/Tbabm/PRSummarizer
10 https://sites.google.com/site/treebasedcnn/
11 https://s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/icse2018/index.html.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present our experimental results to help answer the last four RQs described in Section 3, investigating the
importance of DL reproducibility and replicability. The RQs aim to analyze how the internal factors (i.e., model
stability, convergence, OOV issue, and testing data size) in DLs affect DL-based SE study reproducibility and
replicability, and whether this influence is strong enough to threaten the validity of the studies.

7.1
7.1.1

Examining Reproducibility and Replicability of DL Experiments under Original Settings.
RQ4. How does Model Stability Affect Reproducibility?

Motivation. DL reproducibility can be largely supported by sharing a reproduction package. Ideally, re-running
the source code and data provided can replicate the reported model performance. However, a publicly shared
reproduction package cannot guarantee that the models trained by different researchers are the same and produce
the same experimental result as the reported one, due to the randomness in model initialization and optimization
[103]. Therefore, DL model performance could be varied for different researchers, so that a model with unstable
performance would be of low reproducibility if the reproduction package does not provide the random seed for
model initialization and record the lists of randomly shuffled data batches in model optimization. This is the
reason why the DL reproducibility requires that the reported performance by a DL study can be approximately
reproduced (although not identically) with high probability. Thus, it is important to investigate whether DL
models are stable enough and whether the stability level strongly affects the DL reproducibility.
Method. To estimate the four DL models’ stability, we re-run each DL model ten times and analyze the statistics
of our experimental results (e.g., mean, standard deviation, etc.). To assess the model reproducibility, we utilize
the mean value of ten experimental results as the performance that the DL model likely produces with high
probability. Hence, if the mean value is far from the result reported by the authors of the original studies, then
the reported study results are difficult to reproduce i.e., it has low reproducibility.
Results. Fig. 2 illustrates the ten experimental results of four DL models (i.e., DeepCS, RRGen, RLNN, and
ASTNn), where white dot and red line indicate the median and mean values, respectively; blue and orange lines
show the performance of the DL model and the best baseline reported in the original study, respectively. The
important statistics of Fig. 2 are listed in Table 21. From the table, we notice that the experimental performance of
DeepCS obtains a mean 0.535 and standard deviation (std) 0.033 with the minimum 0.481 (min) and the maximum
(max) 0.589. The mean performance of RRGen, RLNN, ASTNN are 32.144 (std = 0.032, min = 0.481, max = 0.589),
31.982 (std = 0.213, Min = 31.710, max = 32.457), 0.981 (std = 0.001, min = 0.979, max = 0.983) respectively. To
assess the relative stability between these four DL models, we calculated the coefficient of variation (cv ), equal to
the standard deviation normalized by its mean. Table 21 shows that the cv values of four models are 5.92%, 6.27%,
0.67%, and 0.1% respectively. Thus, the DeepCS and RRGen DL models possess much lower stability than
the other two. We also observe that all of the reported results are larger or equal to the mean plus standard
deviation of our multiple re-runs. This observation implies that the reported performance of all four DL
models can be achieved by other researchers with low probability, i.e., low reproducibility. Therefore, a
good reported DL performance without multiple runs could be achieved by chance.
Compared with the generated mean performance of the four DL models, the results reported in the original
studies increased by 12.2%, 12.5%, 1.3%, and 0.1% respectively. This case suggests that the performance of
four models in the original studies are overestimated to different degrees, where first two cases are more
substantial (>12%) than the others (<1.4%). Thus, a DL model with low reproducibility may strongly affect
the overall validity of the study. For example, as shown in Table 21 the model DeepCS obtains a mean
performance of 0.535. However, if a baseline model achieves a performance of 0.54 (outperforming the mean
value of DeepCS by 1%), the effectiveness of DeepCS over this baseline would be biased when just reporting the
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Fig. 2. Violin plots of four DL models with ten repeated experimental results, where white dot and red line indicate median
and mean values respectively; blue and orange lines denote the performance of four models and the best baseline reported in
the original studies, respectively.
Table 21. Statistics of four DL models with ten repeated experimental results, where ’reported’ and ’baseline’ are the reported
result of a model and the compared best baseline in author’s study, respectively; Std is the standard deviation; cv is the
coefficient of variance equaling to std/mean.
Model

Min

Max

Mean

Std

DeepCS
RRGen
RLNN
ASTNN

0.481
29.314
31.710
0.979

0.589
35.549
32.457
0.983

0.535
32.144
31.982
0.981

0.032
2.016
0.213
0.001

Reported (vs. Mean)

Baseline

cv

0.600 (+12.2%)
36.170 (+12.5%)
32.410 (+1.3%)
0.982 (+0.1%)

0.450
21.610
28.890
0.940

5.9%
6.3%
0.7%
0.1%

maximum value of 0.589 with high difficulty for reproduction. In this case, the model validity is compromised due
to the low reproducibility caused by the high model randomness and poor reporting. Besides, although providing
random seeds used in model training are helpful to solve the issue of low reproducibility, such seeds just cover
up the real reason why the proposed model is more effective than the baseline, i.e., due to the randomness not
any improvement of the model. Hence, such high reproducibility with random seed is meaningless. Thus, we
should also prevent someone from purposely leveraging the trick of the “meaningless high reproducibility” to
prove the validity of the proposed model (i.e., running the model multiple times, reporting the best result, and
providing the random seeds).
To further analyze the impacts of this overestimation, we compare the obtained mean values of multiple
experiments with the performance of the best baselines reported in the DL-based SE studies. We find that the
mean results of four models outperform the best baselines reported by four DL studies by 18.9%, 48.8%, 10.7%,
and 4.4%, respectively. However, due to overestimation, the advantages of the four DL models over the best
baselines are reduced by 43.3%, 27.6%, 12.2%, and 2.5% correspondingly. Therefore, only reporting a good DL
performance may threaten the experimental conclusions.
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Table 22. Statistics of different stop conditions for 147 reviewed DL studies.

Specific Stop Condition
Converge
Fixed epochs
Maximum epochs or converge
Best model on validation data
Total

SE Venue

AI Venue

Total

15
31
34
6
93

5
6
23
2
54

20
37
57
8
147

Percent
13.6%
25.2%
38.8%
5.4%
100%

Table 23. Experiment setup for four DL models.
Model

Specific Stop Condition

DeepCS
RRGen
RLNN
ASTNN

Fixed epochs
Fixed epochs
Best model on validation data
Fixed epochs

Implications. DL models possess randomness, so that only reporting one good experimental result is not enough.
If the reported performance is far from the mean values of multiple runs (especially larger than the mean plus
standard deviation), the reported result could be replicated with low probability. In this situation, low DL
reproducibility will produce greater negative effects on an unstable model. Therefore, it is important to estimate
the DL stability with sufficient repetitions of experiments in terms of the mean and standard errors, instead of
only reporting one good experimental result. The reported mean performance is easier to be reproduced, which
would also mitigate the threats to model validity.
7.1.2

RQ5. How does Model Convergence Affect Replicability?

Motivation. In model training, we observed that DL studies stopped the optimization mainly in four ways, as
illustrated in Table 22. From the table, we can notice that 52.4% of models stop optimization when the training
converges or the total number of iterations reaches the pre-defined maximum value; 25.2% of models were trained
with an empirically set number of epochs; 5.4% of models were selected based on the performance on validation
data. Besides, Table 23 shows how the studied four DL models chose the corresponding strategy to stop their
optimization. However, due to the model randomness, a re-implemented model may not achieve the reported
performance. In this case, researchers have to train a model with more iterations. Ideally, if the optimization
process of a model tends to be convergent, more iterations would mitigate the effect of model randomness and
obtain the reported performance. Thus, the goal is to estimate the DL model convergence and investigate whether
the convergence level is an influential factor for DL study replicability.
Method. To analyze the model convergence level, we investigate whether training DL models with more
iterations can achieve better and more stable performance. We again use the four DL models, which have already
trained ten times in Section 7.1.1, as our study subject. Thus, we have forty pre-trained models. For each DL
model, we continue to optimize them with one-third more iterations/epochs and compare the change rate
(CR) of performance before and after the new training iterations. A divergent model would produce highly
turbulent performance, i.e., a large standard deviation of change rates (CRstd ). Note that one-third more epochs
or iterations are determined because this extended training is enough to analyze the turbulence level, and more
iterations/epochs will substantially increase the total training time for forty DL models but our computation
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resource is limited. Besides, training DL models with too many iterations/epochs may not be always better [143].
The overfitting issue is one major reason [149].
Results. Table 24 shows our experimental results from the four DL models with extended optimization iterations.
From the Table 24, we can notice that, after the extended training, the mean performance of DeepCS, RRGen,
RLNN, and ASTNN are 0.536 (min = 0.475, max = 0.572, and std = 0.033), 32.391 (min = 28.625, max = 35.399,
std = 2.232), 31.697 (min = 31.395, max = 32.032, std = 0.181), and 0.981 (min = 0.978, max = 0.984, std = 0.002)
respectively. Compared with our generated mean values, the model performance reported in the original study
increased by 11.9%, 11.7%, 2.2%, and 0.1% respectively. These results indicate that the reported results for these
four DL models cannot be reproduced to different degrees for experiments with extended model training.
The replicability issue of the first two models, DeepCS and RRGen, show much higher negative effects over the
other two.
We can notice that, comparing with the values in Table 21, Table 24 shows little difference, where the reported
performance of four models cannot be better reproduced with the extended training (the reported performance
outperforms the mean value by 11.9%, 11.7%, 2.2%, 0.2%); the relative model stability is not changed substantially
(cv values of four models are 6.2%, 6.9%, 0.6%, 0.2% respectively). Thus, the extended training did not improve
the model performance due to the unchanged degree of model stability. The unchanged stability indicates that
model training tends to be not convergent for a model with lower stability.
Table 24. Statistics of four DL models trained with extended iterations/epochs for ten repeated experimental results, where
’reported’ is the reported result of a model in the author’s study, respectively; Std is the standard deviation; cv is the
coefficient of variance equaling to std/mean.
Model

Min

Max

Mean

Std

DeepCS
RRGen
RLNN
ASTNN

0.475
28.625
31.395
0.978

0.572
35.399
32.032
0.984

0.536
32.391
31.697
0.981

0.033
2.232
0.181
0.002

Reported (vs. Mean)

cv

0.600 (+11.9%)
36.170 (+11.7%)
32.410 (+2.2%)
0.982 (+0.1%)

6.2%
6.9%
0.6%
0.2%

To estimate the convergence levels of these four DL models and analyze their effects, we calculated the change
rates (CR) of model performance before and after training with more iterations/epochs. Fig. 3 illustrates violin
plots of the change rates for each DL model, where the red horizontal line indicates the mean value of the change
rate. The statistics of change rates are listed in Table 25, including the minimum (min) and maximum (max)
values, mean, and standard deviation (std). We can observe that the convergence levels of four models are 6%,
9.3%, 0.8%, and 0.1% respectively in terms of the CRstd values, where the convergence level of the first two
models is lower than the others. By comparing the min and max values, we can notice that a model with a lower
convergence level may improve its performance by 14.5% or even reduce the performance by 9.1% after training
the model with more iterations/epochs. In this case, the variation caused by poor convergence levels may
lead to different experimental conclusions. Therefore, DL model convergence is an important factor for the
DL study replicability issue.
As extending model training with more iterations cannot guarantee to obtain the reported model performance,
Table 22 shows that 5.4% of DL studies (including RLNN) chose the best model based on the performance of the
trained model tested on the validation data. To evaluate how this model training strategy affects DL-based SE
study replicability, we ran DL models (RRGen, RLNN, and ASTNN) on their validation and testing data with
different training epochs or iterations. In this experiment, we excluded the model DeepCS because it provides no
validation data. Fig. 4(a) shows that training RRGen with more iterations can achieve even better performance
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Fig. 3. Violin plots of the performance change rates after training models with extended iterations/epochs, where the red
horizontal line indicates the average change rate.
Table 25. Statistics of change rates (CR) between ten experimental results on four DL models, where ’CR’ indicates the
change rate before and after more iterations or epochs of training; min, max, mean, and std indicate the minimum, maximum,
average, standard deviation of the change rates respectively.
Model

CRmin

CRmax

CRmean

CRst d

DeepCS
RRGen
RLNN
ASTNN

-9.1%
-4.0%
-2.0%
-0.2%

+8.5%
+14.5%
+0.4%
+0.1%

+0.3%
+1.2%
-0.9%
-0.0%

+6.0%
+9.3%
+0.8%
+0.1%

(BLEU = 0.355) over the reported one (0.324). Moreover, linear regression analysis in Fig. 4(b) shows that the
performance on validation data is proportional to the one on testing data, where slope equals 1.01 and the
coefficient of determination R 2 is 1. This result implies that a better model on validation data would also achieve
good performance on its testing data. For the RLNN and ASTNN, Figs. 4(c-f) show similar results although the
R 2 of RLNN is smaller with a value of 0.66. These experimental results imply that compared with the training
with an empirically set number of epochs, choosing the best model on validation data is a better way to
improve the DL replicability and help the re-implemented model reach the reported performance on
a new experiment setting. However, we need to note that choosing the best model on validation data is not the
optimal solution as it may also introduce bias. For example, one may keep finding the best model on validation
data with more iterations until the model achieves a satisfactory performance on testing data. Therefore, DL
studies need to focus on how to improve model convergence.
Implications. We cannot assume that a DL model is convergent or the model performance can be improved
with further training unless we provide any verification. This is because a model with a low convergence level
may produce highly turbulent and unstable performance under different experimental data. In other words, DL
model convergence is of high importance for DL study replicability. To enhance confidence in any SE study with
reported good effectiveness, it is necessary to verify the convergence level of the used DL model and improve the
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Fig. 4. Plots and regression analysis for three models (RRGen, RLNN, and ASTNN) working on validation and testing data.

DL replicability using appropriate training strategy. Although choosing the best model on validation data can
achieve better replicability than stopping optimization with manually set iterations or epochs, it may introduce
bias threatening the validity of the study. To avoid this issue, DL studies need to estimate and improve the model
convergence, also with better experimental settings (e.g., using the cross-validation to suppress the bias).
For a paper without reproduction package, it would be difficult to analyze whether the re-implementation
is correct. This is because the reported experimental result is unlikely to be precisely obtained again due to
randomness in the DL models. In this case, it is unclear whether the bias from the reported result comes from the
model randomness or from re-implementation errors. Therefore, we suggest DL studies providing high-quality
reproduction packages in the first place.

7.2
7.2.1

Examining the Replicability of DL Experiments under Altered Settings
RQ6. How does the Out-of-Vocabulary Issue Affect Replicability?

Motivation. As described in Section 4.3, most of the DL-based studies in SE (76.3% of reviewed literature) address
code/text by using a limited vocabulary size. Usually, the vocabulary only contains the top frequently occurred
words. However, when addressing code/text representation, DL models commonly meet the out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) issue where the vocabulary built from training data does not cover the words in testing data. When
replicating existing DL studies, the problem is that most of them provided no data (as shown in Table 14).
Therefore, other researchers would have to collect their training and testing data by themselves. As the new
dataset is not necessarily the same as the one collected by the original study, the degree of OOV issue (i.e., the
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proportion of vocabulary built from training data covers the words in testing data) would also be different. Under
this situation, the reported model performance could be difficult to be obtained, leading to low replicability.
Method. To simulate the replication studies with different degrees of OOV issue, we trained four DL models
(DeepCS, RRGen, RLNN, and ASTNN) with different sizes of vocabulary and performed predictions on their
corresponding testing data. If the replicability is high, it is expected that the model performance shows little
variation as the vocabulary size increases. Otherwise, one good reported model performance may not be replicated
in new experiments. This is because the DL model is likely to misunderstand the semantics of code/text with new
words, resulting in substantially poorer performance. Note that this RQ purposefully altered the experimental
settings of the original studies.
Specifically, the vocabulary size is determined by ten scales of the default vocabulary used in the original
studies. The division scale ranges from 10% to 100% with a step of 10%. The full scale (100%) indicates that we
used the vocabulary with the default setting in the original studies. Table 20 shows that four DL models contain
10k, 10k, 50k, and 8k most frequently occurred words in their training data, respectively. However, we note that
the original DL studies do not use all words in the training data to build their vocabularies, hence even the 100%
scale does not mean that the OOV issue does not occur. Besides, when we trained a model with the vocabulary at
a lower scale (e.g., 90%), we only excluded the (10%) words that have the least frequency in the vocabulary. If a
vocabulary does not contain word frequency information, we collected the information from the training data
by ourselves. In this way, we can avoid overestimating the effect of the OOV issue by suddenly dropping some
frequently appearing words. After we obtained the vocabularies with lower scales, we addressed the encoded
vectors in training and testing data one by one. For each vector, we removed the word that does not appear
in a new vocabulary. Moreover, to mitigate the influence of model stability, we ran each model ten times for
different vocabulary settings and reported the mean values of model performance following the setting described
in Section 7.1.1.
Results. Table 26 lists the average performance of four DL models trained with different vocabulary scales in
ten repeated runs. The ’improve’ rows show the performance improvement from a certain scale (e.g., 90%) to
the initial scale 10%. Table 26 shows that the performance of DeepCS keeps improving from 0.262 to 0.5 as the
vocabulary scale increases, where the relative improvement over the 10% scale ranges from 3.4% to 104.2%. For
the RRGen model, when increasing the vocabulary scale from 10% to 20%, the model performance reduces by
1.2%. However, the RRGen gains improvements (6.8% to 17.6%) when the vocabulary scale keeps increasing from
30% to 90%, where the performance ranges from 32.144 to 35.394. The maximum performance occurs at the 70%
scale of vocabulary size. The performance of the RLNN model ranges from 31.685 to 32.877 with no substantial
improvement or deterioration. The performance of ASTNN (around 0.98) did not change with the vocabulary
scale ranging from 20% to 100%. These results indicate that we can obtain close results as the reported ones
for RRGen, RLNN, and ASTNN only using the top 20% frequently used words in the vocabulary. But
for DeepCS, its reported performance could be difficult to be obtained with decreased scales of vocabulary.
To analyze the trend – increasing, decreasing, or neither – of the DL model performance when increasing the
vocabulary scales, we performed a Cox Stuart trend test [38] at a 5% significance level. Table 28 illustrates the
trendlines and statistical results, where ’↑’ indicates an increasing trend while ’-’ denotes no increasing/decreasing
trend. cv is the coefficient of variation (i.e., the standard deviation normalized by the mean) to measure the
relative variation between model performance. ’scale(s)’ means that for each listed vocabulary scale the model
performance shows the significant difference compared with the performance at the previous scale, where the
difference is tested by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [194] at a 5% significance level.
The statistical results in Table 28 show that the performance of DeepCS is increasing (p-value < 0.05) for
larger-scale vocabulary scales. This means that DeepCS would suffer from the OOV issue with a limited
size of vocabulary, unless we enlarge the size as much as possible. The cv value indicates that when increasing
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Table 26. Performance of four DL models trained with different sizes of vocabulary, where ’average’ indicate the mean
performance of a model with one vocabulary scale running in ten times; ’improve’ indicates the percent of improvement
comparing to the average performance with the 10% scale.
Model

Type

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

DeepCS

Average
Improve

0.262
-

0.271
+3.4%

0.324
+23.7%

0.421
+60.7%

0.446
+70.2%

0.445
+69.8%

0.470
+79.4%

0.463
+76.7%

0.520
+98.5%

0.540
+104.2%

RRGen

Average
Improve

30.085
-

29.714
-1.2%

33.232
+15.5%

34.753
+15.5%

34.039
+13.1%

35.394
+17.6%

34.846
+15.8%

33.238
+10.5%

34.146
+13.5%

32.144
+6.8%

RLNN

Average
Improve

32.766
-

32.031
-2.2%

31.685
-3.3%

32.064
-2.1%

32.393
-1.1%

32.307
-1.4%

32.877
+0.3%

32.465
-0.9%

32.668
-0.3%

31.982
-2.4%

ASTNN

Average
Improve

0.975
-

0.980
+0.5%

0.980
+0.5%

0.980
+0.5%

0.980
+0.5%

0.980
+0.5%

0.981
+0.5%

0.981
+0.5%

0.981
+0.5%

0.981
+0.5%

Table 27. Comparison of DL models (RRGen and RLNN) with or without the byte-pair encoding (BPE) technique.

Model
RRGen
RRGen+BPE

BLEU4
36.2
33.8

Model
RLNN
RLNN+BPE

F1-Score of ROUGLE-L
32.4
21.7

the vocabulary scale from 10% to 100%, the mean performance can be improved by more than 23.5%, where the
significant improvements occur at the scales of 30%, 40%, and 90%. Therefore, the OOV issue could strongly
affect model performance, resulting in low study replicability.
The performance of RRGen tends to be neither increasing nor decreasing (p-value > 0.05). Comparing with
DeepCS, the performance variation (cv = 5.9%) of RRGen is 74.9% smaller. A significant change only happened at
the 30% scale. By excluding the scales 10% and 20%, the cv drops to only 2.9%. Thus, the new out-of-vocabulary
words do not affect the performance of RRGen anywhere near as severely as DeepCS. The performance
of RLNN also shows no upward/downward trend (p-value > 0.05) as RRGen, with the variation in the degree of
performance is smaller (cv = 1.2%). There is some significant performance turbulence at the vocabulary scales
30%, 40%, 50%, and 70%. Therefore, the OOV issue generates a less negative effect on the RLNN, compared
with DeepCS and RRGen. The performance of ASTNN is proportional to the vocabulary scale (p-value < 0.05)
with the smallest variation (cv = 0.2%). A significant improvement only takes place at the 20% scale. For the
vocabulary scales larger than 10%, the cv is reduced to no more than 0.01%. Thus, the performance of ASTNN
converges to 0.981 for higher vocabulary scales. This means that the ASTNN is not affected by the OOV
issue and the reported performance of ASTNN can be reproduced for datasets with different scales
of new words. We observed that the replicability of ASTNN is not influenced by the OOV issue because it
represents code as an abstract syntax tree (AST). In this way, the code classification task is not only affected by
the code semantics but also strongly affected by the code structure. Moreover, RLNN can largely mitigate the
effect of the OOV issue since it leverages the pointer generator technique [159] to replace the OOV words with
the ones in training data in an appropriate way.
Except for the above OOV addressing techniques, one other critical solution is to tokenize words using the
Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) technique [161]. Generally, the BPE provides a text compression scheme that can better
unify the words used in training and testing data. To support the feature of other non-English (e.g., Chinese
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Table 28. Performance Trends of the four DL models trained with difference scales of vocabulary. The trend is determined
by the Cox Stuart trend test at a 5% significance level, where ’↑’ indicates an increasing trend while ’−’ indicates no trend.
For the trendlines, X axes indicate the vocabulary scale (ranging from 10% to 100% with a step 10%) while Y axes indicate
the model performance. cv is the coefficient of variation on model performance at different vocabulary scales, equaling
to mean divided by standard deviation. ’Scale(s)’ indicates that at each listed vocabulary scale the model performance is
significantly different from the one with the previous scale, where the difference is tested by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
at a 5% significance level.
Model

Trend (p-value)

DeepCS

Trendline

cv

Scale(s)

↑ (0.03*)

23.5%

30%,40%,90%

RRGen

− (0.50)

5.9%

30%

RLNN

− (0.50)

1.2%

30%,40%,50%,70%

ASTNN

↑ (0.03*)

0.2%

20%

and Japanese), Wang et al. [183] extended BPE with the byte-level BPE, short for BBPE. To investigate how the
tokenization strategy affects the OOV issue, we incorporated the BPE into RRGen and RLNN. Note that DeepCS
and ASTNN were excluded because they presented no raw data (i.e., the string of source code) to let BPE work
properly.
Table 28 shows that by adding BPE to RRGen the performance drops by 6.6% from 36.2 to 33.8 in terms of
BLEU4. Meanwhile, using the BPE technique, the performance of RLNN also decreased by 33% from 32.4 to 21.7
in terms of the F1-score of ROUGLE-L. These experimental results imply that RRGen and RLNN cannot well
capture the semantics of the words compressed by using BPE. Therefore, although the BPE is a prevalent solution
to address the OOV issue in the NLP domain, directly applying the BPE technique to a SE task may not
improve the model performance. But it is still worthy of exploring how to leverage the advantages of BPE to
overcome the OOV issue for further SE studies.
Implications. The OOV issue is prevalent when modeling code or text in SE tasks. This issue can strongly
influence the DL model performance for new settings involving occurrences of new words that do not appear
in the training data. Thus, the sensitivity of DL model performance to vocabulary size can lead to low study
replicability. Therefore, DL-based studies should address the OOV issue and mitigate its negative effect as much
as possible.
7.2.2

RQ7. How does Testing Data Size Affect Replicability?

Motivation. Sections 7.1.1-7.2.1 show that even if a replication study uses the same training data, the reported
model performance may not be obtained due to model randomness, optimization convergence, and the OOV
issue. A further question is how the testing data affects the DL-based SE study replicability. This question is
important because replication studies commonly collect a subset of data from the real-world environment (e.g.,
GitHub and Stack Overflow) with different sizes. Also, researchers usually start an experiment with a limited
size of testing data and assume that the model performance can be reproduced for a larger scale of testing data.
However, this assumption is rarely investigated. Therefore, our goal is to analyze how our four SE study DL
models perform with different sizes of testing data, and further investigate how the testing data size affects
DL-based study replicability.
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Method. To simulate the replication studies with different sizes of testing data, we trained each DL model as
default (namely, the training data does not change) but performed predictions on different sizes of testing data.
Specifically, for the models for DeepCS, RRGen, RLNN, and ASTNN, they contain around 16m, 14k, 4k, and 10k
testing data in default as shown in Table 20. We sampled a subset of testing data at ten different scales, ranging
from 10% to 100% with a step of 10%. As the sampling process for each scale is random, we repeated the sampling
and testing ten times to mitigate the effect of randomness. If the model performance is sensitive to the testing data
scale, DL-based SE study replicability will be compromised. Therefore, it is expected that the performance of a DL
model will not decrease substantially when the scale of testing data increases. Note that as this research question
focuses on the simulation of replication studies with different sizes of testing data and fixed size of training data,
we perform the test data sampling instead of the cross-fold validation. Note that this RQ purposefully altered the
experimental settings of the original studies.
Results. Table 29 lists the average performance of DL models tested on different scales of testing data in ten
repeated runs. The ’improve’ rows show the performance improvement from a certain scale (e.g., 80% or 90%) to
the initial scale of 10%. Table 29 shows that when the testing data size is increased, the DeepCS performs the
worst (0.531) at the 30% scale and the best (0.581) at the 80% scale. The performance of RRGen did not change
largely from the scale 10% to 80%, ranging from 29.128 to 29.404. However, its performance is largely improved at
scales 90% and 100% (improved by 6.0% and 9.7%, compared with its performance at the 10% scale.) For the models,
RLNN and ASTNN, Table 29 shows that their performance is hardly affected by the scale of their testing data,
where the performance of RLNN is varied by no more than 1.3% while ASTNN shows negligible performance
difference (<0.2%) for different scales of testing data.
Similar to Section 7.2.1, we performed a Cox Stuart trend test [38] at a 5% significance level on the DL model
performance at different scales of testing data to analyze their performance trend – increasing, decreasing, or
neither. We also calculated the cv values to measure the variation of performance. We performed a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test at a 5% significance level and recorded the scales at which the model performance is significantly
different from the one in the previous scale.
The trendlines and statistical results in Table 30 indicate that all four models (DeepCS, RRGen, RLNN,
and ASTNN) show neither increasing nor decreasing trend with statistical significance (p-values > 0.05).
However, their performance variation does differ. Specifically, the cv of DeepCS is 4% with significant changes
at the scales 50% and 90%. Compared with the other three DL models, DeepCS obtains a higher variation. We
observe that this variation is mainly caused by the quality of the testing data used. This is because for a search
query the number of ground-truth may be substantially changed due to random sampling. RRGen shows smaller
performance variation with cv = 3.5% with no significant change at any scale. Similar to DeepCS, RRGen achieves
varied performance at different testing data scales because the difficulty of review response generation could
be largely varied for different testing data. Thus the replicability of studies using a DeepCS or RRGen
DL model may be low with different sizes of testing data used. In contrast, the performance turbulence
of RLNN is reduced by 80% in terms of cv (0.7%) even if there is a significant improvement at the 100% scale.
We observed that although RLNN is used for a generation task similar to RRGen, its performance is not
as sensitive to the testing data size as RRGen, as RRGen leverages a reinforcement learning technique to
optimize the generation result. Similarly, the cv of ASTNN is 0%, even if there is a significant improvement at
20%. It means that the model performance converges. The model performance ASTNN is not sensitive to the
testing data size because its performance is very high with accuracy 98.1%. Hence, no matter how we sampled a
subset of testing data, the prediction accuracy would not differ. Therefore, if the characteristics of the testing
data do not change, the replicability of studies using ASTNN should be high.
Implications. Testing DL-based models with different sizes of testing data may achieve substantially different
model performance. In this case, a reported performance can be difficult to reproduce in new experiments when
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Table 29. Performance of four DL models tested on different sizes of testing data, where ’average’ indicate the mean
performance of a model with one testing data scale running in ten times; ’improve’ indicates the percent of improvement
comparing to the average performance with the 10% scale.
Model

Type

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

DeepCS

Average
Improve

0.540
-

0.523
-3.1%

0.531
-1.7%

0.520
-3.7%

0.564
+4.4%

0.550
+1.9%

0.569
+5.4%

0.581
+7.6%

0.566
+0.0%

0.535
-0.9%

RRGen

Average
Improve

29.290
-

29.218
-0.2%

29.396
+0.4%

29.373
+0.3%

29.316
+0.1%

29.128
-0.6%

29.326
+0.1%

29.404
+0.4%

31.305
+6.9%

32.144
+9.7%

RLNN

Average
Improve

31.556
-

31.528
-0.1%

31.086
-1.5%

31.611
+0.2%

31.554
+0.0%

31.385
-0.5%

31.447
-0.3%

31.532
-0.1%

31.554
+0.0%

31.982
+1.3%

ASTNN

Average
Improve

0.980
-

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

0.981
+0.1%

Table 30. Performance Trends of the four DL models tested on difference scales of testing data. The trend is determined by
the Cox Stuart trend test at a 5% significance level, where ’↑’ indicates an increasing trend while ’−’ indicates no trend. For
the trendlines, X axes indicate the testing data scale (ranging from 10% to 100% with a step 10%) while Y axes indicate the
model performance. cv is the coefficient of variation on model performance at different scales of testing data, equaling to
mean divided by standard deviation. ’Scale(s)’ indicates that at each listed scale of testing data the model performance is
significantly different from the one with the previous scale, where the difference is tested by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
at a 5% significance level.
Model

Trend (p-value)

DeepCS

Trendline

cv

Scale(s)

− (0.19)

4.0%

50%,90%

RRGen

− (0.50)

3.5%

-

RLNN

− (0.50)

0.7%

100%

ASTNN

− (0.50)

0.0%

20%

using newly sampled testing data. Therefore, mitigating the negative effect of the testing data size should be fully
considered in DL-based SE studies.

8

THREATS TO VALIDITY

This validity of this study could be affected by the following threats.
Manual Efforts in Literature Review. Like any manual evaluation, our literature review is subject to personal
bias and subjectivity. As our research topic is on DL-based studies in SE, we performed our literature search only
on 20 SE venues and 20 AI venues. Any DL-based SE studies outside of this search scope would be excluded. We
believe this threat should be minor because these selections are the most commonly published SE and AI venues.
When selecting relevant DL studies, we excluded the studies that did not propose new DL models but perform
systematic reviews in our search scope. This is because we found that the only related study [3] just summarized
the findings from existing studies on software effort prediction (e.g., the artificial neural network is widely used
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and outperforms other ML models), instead of making either reproduction or replication. However, further studies
may need to consider these if they are reproduction or replication studies. To analyze the characteristics of the
reviewed DL studies, we manually classified them into different categories, e.g., study subjects, SE tasks, basic DL
techniques, and types of RQs discussed in each paper. These manual efforts may involve some interpretation or
mis-classification errors that threaten the validity of our findings. Moreover, although we provided all the links
to the studies with accessible reproduction packages in the reference, we cannot ensure whether their liveness
would drop in the near future.
Limited Experiments. In the experiments, we selected only four DL models for use in our experiments. Running
more DL models would help researchers better understand the DL reproducibility/replicability issues for other
SE tasks and other DL-based models. However, running DL models are time-consuming and we have limited
computational resources ourselves. We therefore presented an exploratory meta-analysis in this study to help
researchers understand the prevalence and importance of reproducibility/replicability issues. Due to the same
reason, we ran each DL model ten times for each research question.
To estimate the importance of the DL reproducibility/replicability, we conducted experiments on four representative DL models used in four representative SE tasks. Our experiments involve four prevalent factors that could
strongly affect the DL reproducibility/replicability – model stability, convergence, OOV issue, and the testing
data size. This investigation on DL reproducibility/replicability may not be exhaustive, but they are the most
commonly discussed factors in SE as described in Section 4.3, and hence are enough to show the importance
of the DL reproducibility/replicability issue. For example, the OOV issue could be regarded a sampling issue. If
a DL model trained with representative samples from the population, its experimental results could be easily
replicated.
In addition to our investigated replicability issues, there are many other interacting factors that could also
lead to problems of replicating the published results, e.g., differences in data cleaning, the splitting of training
and testing data, and the choice of hyper-parameters vs. taking the defaults, etc. Overall one would expect that
the more complex a DL model and the more complex the experimental design, then the harder it will be to
generate the same results without a reproduction package. In the future, we plan to investigate other influential
factors relating to DL reproducibility/replicability. We also suggest the research community investigating more
replicability issues in the further DL studies.
Besides, when investigating the replicability issues, we did not re-implement the DL models by ourselves, but
used the high-quality reproduction packages provided by the original studies as the correctly re-implemented
models. Although this controlled experimental setting is helpful for analyzing whether the factors (e.g., the OOV
issue and the testing data scale) could strongly affect the replicability, it excludes the analysis of the difficulties in
model re-implementation. We would like to investigate the re-implementation issues in the future.
Manual Evaluation. When we re-ran the code search model DeepCS [59], the relevance of top-10 returned code
methods to a query requires manual identification, which could suffer from subjectivity bias. To mitigate this
threat, the manual analysis was performed by two independent experienced developers. If a conflict occurred, it
was resolved by an open discussion. To save manual efforts, the relevancy of code-query pair was labeled by a
script if that relevancy has been identified before.

9

DISCUSSION

Our experimental findings in Sections 4 and 7 imply that reproducibility and replicability issues are prevalent
and important for DL-based studies in SE. To mitigate these reproducibility and replicability issues, DL studies in
SE should consider the following guidelines:
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Provide a long-lasting link for a high-quality reproduction package. An accessible reproduction package with complete source code and data can substantially facilitate study replication, help other researchers have
a deeper understanding of the DL model used, and largely mitigate manual errors in any replication study.
Estimating stability and convergence of DL models. Reporting only one good experimental result likely
threatens the DL model reproducibility due to its unverified stability and convergence. It is recommended to
estimate the model stability by running it multiple times and assess the model convergence by reporting model
performance at different optimization iterations or epochs. To improve the DL reproducibility, we also suggest
that DL studies provide the random seeds used for model initialization (i.e., the seed to initialize network weights)
and optimization (i.e., the seeds for a list of randomly shuffled data batches) in the reproduction package.
Enhance stability and convergence of DL models. DL model stability and convergence can be improved by
choosing an appropriate DL initialization method and training the model until convergence. For the unconvergent
model trained with a fixed number of optimization iterations, choosing the best model based on the performance
on validation data is a viable way to improve the DL replicability.
Use an automated evaluation approach to avoid the effect of human bias and subjectivity. The reproducibility of a SE study using a DL model could be compromised if the evaluation involves any manual process.
Although many DL studies leverage some methods to mitigate the effect of this issue, a better way is to design an
automated evaluation approach.
Mitigate the effect of OOV issue for code/text representation learning. The OOV issue is prevalent in
many SE tasks and the prevalent solutions are to replace new words by existing words in the vocabulary [122],
transform new words [69], or compress words using the Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) techniques [161, 183].
Measure DL-based study replicability on different training and testing data. Study replicability requires
that an experimental finding can be reproduced using different sampled training and testing data. Thus, one
reported result on only one testing dataset will be not enough. It is suggested to train/test the model using
different sizes of training/testing data and analyze the model performance (e.g., using the cross-validation).
Providing the trained model and applying the parallelization solutions. Time-consuming model optimization is a large obstacle when DL-based studies investigate model reproducibility. Therefore, it is recommended
that authors try where possible to provide their trained model to mitigate the reproduction efforts. But for the
model replicability, researchers have to re-implement and train the model by themselves. Thus, we recommend
further DL-based studies trying the parallel and distributed solutions for DL [14] to accelerate the model training.

10

CONCLUSION

Reproducibility and replicability are important for scientific research but DL-based studies in SE often ignore
or minimalize them. To investigate the merit of SE study reproducibility/replicability using DL-based models,
we first analyzed the characteristics of DL-based studies in SE. Specifically, we conducted a literature review on
DL studies that are published on 40 prevalent SE/AI venues in the recent five years. The observation from 147
reviewed literature shows that more than 70% of DL-based studies were published in the last two years. Most of
the studies leverage DL techniques to better learn semantics in code/text, and CNN and RNN based models are
the most frequently used DL techniques. Reinforcement learning is beginning to show its potential to further
improve the performance of existing DL-based models.
To assess the prevalence of reproducibility/replicability issues in SE studies using DL, we checked all the links in
the reviewed DL-based studies and found that only 35.4% of studies provided accessible links to their reproduction
packages. Thus, the DL reproducibility cannot be assessed without the authors’ source code and dataset. Also,
the DL replicability cannot be ensured because other researchers need to replicate existing studies from scratch
and may miss important implementation details. Although 28 more reproduction packages can be obtained by
searching paper title from GitHub and sending request emails from authors, this is not a reliable way. Among the
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78 total obtained reproduction packages, only 71% of them provided complete source code and dataset. We also
counted the percentage of DL studies that investigated any research questions on the reproducibility/replicability
issues, and found that only 10.2% of studies considered these issues. Therefore, the reproducibility/replicability
issue is prevalent, and it is suggested for further DL-based studies in SE to provide the links to their complete
source code and data in the paper, and better analyze their DL-based study reproducibility/replicability issues to
better support their DL model validity.
To investigate the importance of reproducibility/replicability, we performed four experiments on four representative DL models used for four representative SE tasks. These studies were published in top SE venues in the
last two years with accessible reproduction packages. Our experiments considered how the model stability affects
DL reproducibility, and analyzed how model convergence, the out-of-vocabulary issue, and testing data size
all impact DL-based SE study replicability. Our experimental results show that DL models possess randomness
by nature so that study reproducibility can be compromised for an unstable model. A DL model with a low
convergence level can produce highly turbulent and unstable performance, leading to low replicability. The
performance of a DL model can be highly sensitive to the size of vocabulary for training and the scale of testing
data used. Thus, a good reported model performance can be hard to reproduce for a new experimental dataset.
Therefore, it is recommended for the SE community to pay more attention to these influential factors that may
cause low DL-based study reproducibility/replicability. We also need to investigate viable solutions to strengthen
the study DL-based model validity instead of just presenting the advantages of chosen DL model effectiveness.
Additionally, the investigated reproducibility/replicability issues in this study may be applicable for other ML or
information retrieval (IR) models used in software engineering. In the near future, we plan to compare ML/IR
models with DL models and analyze their differences. The reproduction package for our literature review and
experiments can be found at: https://bitbucket.org/ChaoLiuCQ/dlrep.
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